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ABSTRACT
Advertising networks enable developers to create revenue, but us-
ing them potentially impacts user privacy and requires developers
to make legal decisions. To understand what privacy information
ad networks give developers, we did a walkthrough of four pop-
ular ad network guidance pages with a senior Android developer
by looking at the privacy-related information presented to devel-
opers. We found that information is focused on complying with
legal regulations, and puts the responsibility for such decisions on
the developer. Also, sample code and settings often have privacy-
unfriendly defaults laced with dark patterns to nudge developers’
decisions towards privacy-unfriendly options such as sharing sen-
sitive data to increase revenue. We conclude by discussing future
research around empowering developers and minimising the nega-
tive impacts of dark patterns.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Human and societal aspects of se-
curity and privacy; • Software and its engineering→ Software
creation and management; • Information systems→ Online ad-
vertising.
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software developers, usable privacy, ad networks
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile ads are one of the most popular models of monetising
apps [2, 3, 18, 25, 43], about 77% of free Android apps contain
an ad library [19, 22]. With about 3 million apps in the Google Play
Store alone [42], ad networks collect massive amounts of data about
users on a daily basis. Developers who build these apps may be
able to decide what to include or exclude in their apps, but these
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decisions are not always fully informed, and developers tend to
pick the default options provided by the ad networks (“status quo
bias”) potentially endangering user privacy [30].

Developers may have privacy concerns for users and look for
options that can protect user privacy [11, 45, 48, 50]. For example,
when given the option, developers chose coarse over fine grain
location information [21]; suggesting that developers do consider
privacy. Other developers, though, may just use “industry stan-
dard” content provided by large companies which may not be in
the best interest of users [11]. Ad networks’ documentation is also
one of the primary resources of developers when choosing an ad
network [30], making presented information particularly important.
To understand the default ad networks’ configurations and what
privacy-related information they provide to developers which can
effect developers’ choices and consequently user privacy, we con-
ducted a study with a usable security and privacy researcher and
a senior Android developer who reviewed the quick start guides
and linked information, of four popular ad networks. We find that
most of the privacy information presented is framed around legal
compliance, casting developers as the responsible entity—which
contradicts developers’ view that ad networks are responsible for
user privacy [30]. The information is also provided in a variety of
places sometimes on the main path or included in the libraries by de-
fault and sometimes linked from hard-to-notice places which makes
finding the information highly inconsistent between ad networks.

2 BACKGROUND
Although developers acknowledge the value of user privacy, they
find it difficult to understand what information is collected and how
it is addressed by platforms [11]. Furthermore, developers’ user
privacy attitudes and actions may contradict; while they may say
that they care about user privacy, their decisions and final app may
not be privacy favourable [30]. Developer concerns about privacy
are reflected in questions they ask on Stack Overflow [48], and given
the options, they pick more privacy-preserving alternatives [21].
Developers tend to follow guidelines and requirements provided by
the platforms [38, 48]. Our study primarily focuses on the available
privacy guidelines for developers in ad networks, as one of the
main resources for choosing an ad network [30].

Android developers must request for permissions from the oper-
ating system, and sometimes the user, to access certain resources.
These permissions are defined by the developer in a manifest file
AndroidManifest.xml [8]. Permissions could be “normal permis-
sions” like “time zone” that do not require user consent, or “danger-
ous permissions” such as access to contacts, location, and read/write
messages that requires explicit user consent [9, 41]. Permissions
requested by the app are shared within the project, and libraries
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do not need to ask for second permission from the user or the de-
veloper to access shared resources [36, 40]. Third-party libraries
not only collect data in free apps but also from paid apps [4, 18],
opening up the question of why developers make such choices? Our
study expands ad network literature by studying developer-facing
privacy information and options in ad networks.

Dark patterns are “instances where designers use their knowl-
edge of human behavior (e.g., psychology) and the desires of users
to implement deceptive functionality that is not in the user’s best in-
terest” [17, p. 1]. Some common dark patterns are (1) nagging: when
an interface interrupts user workflow consistently and asks for a
certain action from them, (2) preselection: values set to defaults that
are in the best interest of the provider prior to user interaction, (3)
aesthetic manipulation: graphical elements used to deceive the user
into taking an action that may be in favour of service provider rather
than the user, (4) forced action: users are given only one option to
follow even if that is not what they prefer to do, (5) toying with
emotion: elements, colours, or language to provoke user’s emotion
to get user make a decision that is in favour of the service provider,
and (6) false hierarchy: options that are in the best interest of the ser-
vice provider are in higher positions [17]. As such patterns become
prevalent in the digital world [5, 6, 10, 12, 13, 17, 27, 31, 32, 51], we
are keen to explore the presence of them in tools and libraries that
developers use, specifically, in ad networks.

3 METHOD
We conducted a walkthrough with two reviewers (similar to a
pair-programming activity) of four highly popular Android ad net-
works [1]: Google AdMob (GAM), Amazon Mobile ad network (AMN),
Facebook Audience Network (FAN), and Twitter MoPub (TMP). Re-
viewers started by searching for “[ad library’s name] Android.” on
Google which is one of the primary tools developers use to find
information [29]. Doing so produced the official guidance on how
to integrate the library into an app for all four ad networks. This
guidance was then accessed and followed to integrate interstitial
ads into a hypothetical app, including creating an account. While
stepping through the guidance, the reviewers noted any material
provided that related to privacy as well as any links to other materi-
als that might be privacy-related which were then visited later. The
two reviewers discussed all material as they went through it and
agreed on the observations. All websites were visited on a Firefox
v79.0 with a UK-based IP address in August 2020. In total, we spent
15.5 hours on the four ad networks; 6 hours on GAM, 3 hours on
AMN, 2.5 hours on FAN, and 4 hours on TMP. GAM took most of
the time since it had the most materials.

Privacy. In advance of the review, the researcher reviewed
prior work on how developers think about privacy on Stack Over-
flow [48], an ad networks study with developers [30], and in the
privacy by design framework [20]. Developers tend to associate
privacy with permissions, data collection and management, in-
formation disclosure, privacy policies, and laws and regulations
associated with privacy such as the General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) [35], California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) [34],
and Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [7].

Reviewers. A researcher with four years of experience in usable
security and privacy research and four years of experience in soft-
ware engineering, and a senior software engineer who we will call
Abi who has a computer science degree and 11 years of experience
in Android development, went through all the content. Abi has writ-
ten over 40 apps for corporations that have users from hundreds to
millions, creates online Android programming video tutorials, and
is fluent in Java. Because he develops apps for corporations, he had
not previously worked with ad networks and was, therefore, able
to look at the pages with experienced, but fresh, eyes.

Limitations. Both Abi and the researcher have extensive expe-
rience in their respective fields, reducing the chances of missing
the relevant information. However, we note that the results are
not generalisable to all developers and ad networks. We focused
on the developer-facing information and did not go through the
legal documents, terms of services, and privacy policies. We are
not aware of studies on developers behaviour when dealing with
a privacy policy, but the general public’s attitude towards privacy
policies is to skip or spend less than 90 seconds reading them [33].
Notably, we conducted the study during COVID-19 pandemic when
many businesses were either closed or doing remote work which
may have impacted the resources that ad network companies spend
on their documentation, websites, and guidelines.

4 FINDINGS
This section includes the information that was found in guides,
linked-to content (supplemental documentation), and in the devel-
oper’s dashboard. Section 4.5 consists of dark patterns that the
research team found during discussions after reviewing the screen-
shots taken during the review procedure. Table 1 in the Appendix
provides an overview of the available privacy information and
where they are located, Appendix A shows the screenshots.

4.1 Google AdMob (GAM)
GAM provides developers with a clear step-by-step guide and also
a consistently-visible sidebar with many links to other materials
ranging from how to handle custom events to CCPA. We found the
documentation easy to navigate with an everything-in-one-place
tone to the user interface.

Guide. A step-by-step guide is included in Get Started page
with videos, sample code, and some minimal explanation text. Pri-
vacy wise, it has a warning under initialising mobile ads about
obtaining consent “from users in the European Economic Area
(EEA)” and directs the developer to set request-specific flags such
as “tagForChildDirectedTreatment” or take other actions before
initialising the SDK because it may preload ads. None of the terms
in the warning were linked (Figure 1).

Supplemental Documentation. GAM provides a fair amount
of extra privacy-related information, most of which is linked di-
rectly off the sidebar. CCPA Preparation appears just below the “Get
Started” and “Test Ads” items on the sidebar, so it is relatively promi-
nent. It starts with a link to another set of instructions that explains
CCPA and provides guidance on how to restrict data processing
via the developer’s account page. The CCPA Preparation page itself
provides code examples of how to restrict data processing in code
via either the Google RDP signal or the IAB (“consortium charged

https://developers.google.com/admob/android/quick-start
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/ccpa
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with producing and helping companies implement global industry
technical standards” [24]) signal. Notably, the Google option de-
faults to restricting data processing, but the IAB code example has
only a placeholder and requires the developer to open IAB specifi-
cations to construct the parameter string. The in-code setting also
overrides any setting in the developer’s account page, which may
be confusing to some.

The EU Consent option takes the user to the User Messaging
Platform SDK which causes all the AdMob branding and sidebar
to vanish. The page provides step-by-step instructions on how to
use the SDK with many code examples. Notably, the SDK appears
to handle user-facing messaging itself so developers cannot easily
change it. The example code also puts user consent in a loop so if
the user dismisses the popup, it just reloads (Figure 2). A comment
in the code states: “Handle dismissal by reloading form.” The Precise
Location Data Policy page first links to Google Publisher Policies and
notes that there are “notice and consent requirements for publishers
who pass users’ precise location data to Google, for ads-related pur-
poses.” Then provides sample code which asks the user for consent
to use their location. There are several points about this code sam-
ple (Figure 3). First, Abi immediately spotted the “we may use your
location . . . for the purposes of personalized advertising” which
is misleading because the location data is definitely being used
for this purpose. Second, the popup only provides an “OK” option.
Third, the text provides a URL to “our” privacy policy that leads to
a Chinese Android app market page. Presumably, the developer is
meant to link to their own privacy policy which will explain how
GAM will use location information. Though, we were unable to
find any guidance about what a developer should write into such
a policy. Fourth, Abi further pointed out that showing multiple
popups that do not even belong to his app will annoy users and is
the last thing he would do while building an app.

The sidebar also contains several pages on Mediation which is a
GAM service that lets developers load ads from other ad networks
through GAM. None of the sidebar options are obviously about
privacy. However, information about GDPR and other regulations
does appear in the instructions under “Optional steps” for some ad
network partners. For example, the guidance for Facebook Audience
Network discusses GDPR and CCPA but provides no example code.
The guidance for both AdColony and AdLovin tells the developer
that they are obliged to get user consent and then provides sample
code that indicates that the user has given consent.

Dashboard. During account and app creation procedures, GAM
encourages developers to share data with other Google services
like Google Analytics and Firebase to “optimize your app’s user
experience and your ad revenue.” These items are also preselected
to maximum data sharing (Figures 4, 5, and 6). “Blocking controls”
provides several privacy options such as sensitive categories, ad
content rating, CCPA, EU user consent, and ad networks (Figure 8).
Sensitive categories are all allowed by default using grey toggle
switches (e.g. “References to Sex” and “Religion”) except for “Gam-
bling & Betting (18+)” which is blocked using a blue toggle switch.
On the content rating page (Figure 7), the setting is set to “Ma-
ture Audiences” with a bar that allows developers to change the
audiences to “Teens”, “Parental Guidance,” and “General Audiences.”
When trying to lower the setting, it provides a red box saying: “Est.
impact of changing MA to PG: -29 to -57% impressions, -31 to -64%

revenue . . .” Developers further can limit ads personalisation for
California and European users (Figure 9). Defaults for these pages
are set to “Don’t restrict data processing,” “Personalised ads,” and
use all common advertising partners. Under the ad networks page
(Figure 10), a list of partners is shown with over 5,000 partners
that GAM shares data with; they are all set to “allowed” with grey
looking toggle switches. The only option that is set to on is “Au-
tomatically allow new Google-certified ad networks” with a blue
toggle switch that does not have an “allowed” or “blocked” text like
others. The funding choices, a service provide by GAM to assist
developers in building a consent popup, includes two choice, the
first choice does not include a “Do not consent” button, while the
second nearly-identical choice does (Figures 11 and 12).

4.2 Amazon Mobile Ad Network (AMN)
AMN’s top search result contained no step-by-step page and instead
directed us to their main Mobile Ads page which had a “getting
started” section of links. Going through the process of integrating
the library involved pages that were filled with links to other pages,
which in turn also contained many links. The number of pages
necessary could easily be overwhelming to a developer.

Guide.We treat the “Get started” section on theMobile Ads page
as the guide. It contained four pages: download SDK, FAQ, account
sign up, and publishing apps. To add ads to an app, all the pages
except FAQ would need to be gone through, so technically FAQ
could be skipped. However, the FAQ was the first thing Abi wanted
to read in the hope that it will contain some useful information.
He found all the provided links confusing and not related to “how
to add an ad.” Unlike the GAM pages, the AMN pages were very
text-heavy and had no clear set of steps for developers to follow.
Only the FAQ page contained any privacy-related information. The
FAQ page had questions on CCPA, GDPR, monetizing EU traffic,
managing what ads appear, geolocation from EU, and users’ ability
to opt-out of tailored ads. COPPA was also briefly mentioned in an
answer. AMN does have a Quick Start Guide linked off of the FAQ
page. However, its omission from the main Mobile Ads page and its
low position on Google search make it unclear if AMN considers
the page a primary entry point for developers. The page is a step-
by-step guide to incorporating the API. It also contains information
about how to optionally set up both coarse and fine grain location
permissions to enable “relevant targeted ads” and points out that
doing so will likely result in higher revenue (Figure 13).

Supplemental Documentation. AMN locates nearly all their
privacy information on the FAQ page and directs developers else-
where to find general information on the CCPA transparency frame-
work and to find specifics about IAB standards and targeting options.
The questions for CCPA says that “you can pass us the user choice
signal via the instructions below so that we can honor that choice”
and then provides a sample code that sets us_privacy to 1--- and
says in the comment “example privacy string value.” When we
looked at the linked IAB documentation (Figure 14) we realised that
“-” means “Not Applicable.” The sample code also sets the location
tracking on by enableGeoLocation(true) (Figure 15). The GDPR
question only asks to set two flags for GDPR purposes without
providing any other materials.

https://developers.google.com/admob/ump/android/quick-start
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/precise-location
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/precise-location
https://support.google.com/adsense/answer/9335564#use_of_device_and_location_data
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/mediate
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/mediation/facebook#eu_consent_and_gdpr
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/mediation/facebook#eu_consent_and_gdpr
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/mediation/adcolony#eu_consent_and_gdpr
https://developers.google.com/admob/android/mediation/applovin#eu_consent_and_gdpr
https://developer.amazon.com/apps-and-games/mobile-ads
https://developer.amazon.com/apps-and-games/mobile-ads
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/mobile-ads/mb-faq.html
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/mobile-ads/mb-quick-start.html
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Dashboard. AMN provides a minimal set of privacy settings in
the account page allowing developers to “Block Product Categories”
where all the items are set to on by default (Figure 16). It also
includes an option to “Include Ads From 3rd Party Networks” with
a “Yes/No” radio button (default is set to “Yes”) without giving a
list of partners. These settings are located in a tab bar next to “My
account,” “Tax Identity,” and “Company Profile.”

4.3 Facebook Audience Network (FAN)
FAN’s guidance was very prescribed with clear step-by-step instruc-
tions, lots of screenshots, and example code. Similar to GAM they
had a consistent sidebar, but with a deep auto-collapsed hierarchy.
So a developer can easily see where they are but might have to
expand several times to find specific content.

Guide. FAN provides a Get Started with Android guide to devel-
opers along with a guide to adding interstitial ads. Neither guide
provides any privacy information.

Supplemental Documentation. The FAN sidebar has no priva-
cy-related terms visible at the default expansion. The “Guides” side-
bar option opens to show options for pages about COPPA and CCPA
but not GDPR. The COPPA page provides guidance on what “child
directed” means and what flags to set, though when we looked up
the stated flags, they did not exist in the linked API’s documen-
tation. The CCPA page provides code to use for both manual and
library-detected setting of location.

Dashboard. “Blocking” is on the sidebar of “Monetisation Man-
ager” next to pricing and performance. It provides options to block
ad categories in sensitive and general categories (Figure 17) that are
all unchecked (allowed) by default (e.g. “Associated with violence,”
“Gambling,” and “Mature apps”). It also provides an option to limit
data use but it is set to off by default (Figure 18).

4.4 Twitter MoPub (TMP)
Get Started with MoPub provides step-by-step instructions, many of
which require a visit another page to complete the step. However, all
the pages appear with the same sidebar, and the UI shows where the
developer is in the site organisation as well as providing a clear “Get
Started” link at the top of the sidebar so they can easily return to the
main guide page. Each step also ends with encouraging statements
like “Terrific: you’ve completed Step 4 of 7.”

Guide. The TMP guide Get Started with MoPub has seven steps
each of which contain a mix of text and links to other necessary
guides, such as guides for integrating MoPub into Android, iOS, and
Unity. Many of these are clearly on the critical path for a developer
trying to integrate ads, but the guide text also contains recom-
mended steps to do things like “refer to our best practices” with
links. The Integrate the MoPub SDK for Android warns developers at
the top that if they are upgrading they may have to do extra steps
for GDPR and links to GDPR guidance which is also linked off the
sidebar. The current SDK’s behaviour is to auto-detect the user’s
coarse location using the truncated IP address and then automati-
cally asks for consent from EU users without the developer needing
to take action, hence the primary guidance does not directly cover
GDPR. The sample code provides optional permissions with fine
location data collection (Figure 19).

Supplemental Documentation. The first line in the GDPR
page, described above, tells developers to read another page first;
making it difficult to follow the instructions: “Do not start this arti-
cle until you read our GDPR Publisher Integration Guide to under-
stand the flow of events that you will implement below.” Otherwise,
TMP provided no other privacy guidance, and terms like CCPA and
COPPA are not mentioned in guide pages.

Dashboard. The app application process requires developers
to agree to a statement that their app does not target children
younger than 13 years old. When clicking on our account name
up in the right corner, content blocking shows up next to account
settings, and log out. Some items are blocked by default (e.g. “Spy-
ware/Malware,” “Hate Content,” and “Extreme Graphic/Explicit
Violence”) and cannot be unblocked (Figure 20).

4.5 Defaults Laced With Dark Patterns
While ad networks make it clear that it is developers’ responsibility
to make choices and be compliant with the regulations, ad networks
make use of range of known dark patterns to nudge developers to
make choices that are in the best interest of ad networks.

Developer-Facing Dark Patterns. Ad networks use toying
with emotion by hinting that developers get higher revenue or bet-
ter analytics by sharing more data with ad networks and enabling
options like higher content ratings (e.g. mature audiences). Preselec-
tion used by all ad networks: regulation defaults are set to off, data
collection is not limited, personalised ads are allowed, user consent
is by default set to true in sample code, and content categories are
all set to on (except for TMP that has a few categories set to off by
default). GAM uses aesthetic manipulation in the content categories
UI by having a blue toggle represent blocked items and a grey one
for allowed items; TMP also uses a similar pattern with blue for
blocked items. GAM uses false hierarchy by making the first option
on the consent popup builder not include a “Do not consent” option,
while the second nearly-identical choice does. Moreover, privacy
information is hard to find in all the ad networks, representing the
hidden information dark pattern. Abi pointed out that if privacy
requirements are buried under sub-pages, advanced options, FAQs,
or called “optional,” it is not realistic to expect developers to fulfil
those requirements. Privacy options should be part of the workflow,
included in the step-by-step ad building guides like the other steps.

User-Facing Dark Patterns.Dark patterns in ad networks also
target users. Sample code provided by GAM continues to ask for
user consent even if they decline it, which is a clear example of
nagging behaviour. Other examples in GAM include notifying the
user about using location without giving them any options to refuse,
or providing consent popups that do not have a “I do not consent”
button; both of these instances represent a forced action dark pattern
that could end up in developers’ apps.

5 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
Drivers of Privacy. The need to comply with legal requirements
like GDPR and CCPA drove much of the privacy-related content
presented by ad networks. The need for users to consent to permis-
sion usage was also a large driver. Most mobile operating systems
require user consent before apps can access specific data and re-
sources, like location. This requirement seems to have compelled

https://developers.facebook.com/docs/audience-network/get-started/android
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/audience-network/coppa
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/audience-network/support/faq/ccpa
https://developers.mopub.com/publishers/get-started/
https://developers.mopub.com/publishers/get-started/
https://developers.mopub.com/publishers/android/integrate/
https://developers.mopub.com/publishers/android/gdpr/
https://developers.mopub.com/publishers/best-practices/gdpr-guide/
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ad networks to provide instructions around enabling the permis-
sions and getting the user to consent to their usage. Prior work on
privacy-related questions developers ask on Stack Overflow [48]
observed developers rarely asking regulation-related privacy ques-
tions. However, a fairly large number of questions were related to
construction and consequences of accessing resources in privacy
policies. The overlap between the two works suggests that ad net-
works are interested in following regulations by providing flags,
settings, and consent examples to developers, while developers are
looking for advice on how to write privacy policies that properly
express the impacts of including third-party content; information
that ad networks do not currently provide.

A potential solution for the challenging privacy tasks may be
providing tools to developers which can assist them in making
more privacy-friendly decisions by making easy-to-use options
available to them [21]. But there are few tools that help developers
write things like user-friendly consent popups and accurate privacy
policies, and even fewer that take into account both regulations
and the current behaviours of common third-party APIs [44, 46],
like ad networks. A line of future research would be to look into
the practicalities of creating such a tool, potentially learning from
usability studies in security APIs [16, 23] and notifications [47].
Ad networks also implied that making the more privacy-friendly
choices would negatively impact developers’ ability to make money
from the ads. Since the only real benefit of adding an ad network
to an app is financial, these comments may have an impact on
developer decisions. Future research is called to look at the impact
of choice framing and nudging on developers’ decisions, and also
the financial impact of such choices. Such studies, if presented in
developer-friendly language, would have the potential to allow
developers to make more informed trade-off decisions.

“Developers Are Responsible”: Following Regulations Is
a Developer Choice and Responsibility. The ad networks’ lan-
guage implied that following regulations was the developer’s respon-
sibility, not the ad networks’, which is in contradiction with what
developers think: it is ad networks’ responsibility to protect user
privacy [30]. While some ad networks provide code samples of how
to handle legal requirements, they also take care to emphasise that
it is the developer’s responsibility to make sure they are comply-
ing with regulations appropriately. Abi was continuously confused
and frustrated with these requirements as he (the developer) was
the one who would be blamed for things like permission requests,
even though they were being requested by the ad networks. For
example, AMN provides brief documentation for CCPA and says:
“We realize that you will determine what the CCPA means for your
Amazon Mobile Ads integration” making the developer responsible
but not providing an adequate guide. When Abi saw that he had
to set flags (e.g. Google’s RDP and IABUSPrivacy_String) in his
app’s SharedPreferences and not in the SDK, he was not sure
how these changes might impact his liability, because typically he
sets flags in the libraries and not in his app’s shared space and it
was odd that the regulation-related flags were located in a different
place than the other API flags.

HereBeDragons: EachAdNetworkHas ItsOwnUnknowns.
Ad networks present privacy information in a different location,
use different language and options, and have different ways to

control privacy options. They also explain how to handle legal re-
quirements differently as well as differing on who is responsible
(developer vs ad network) to do checks. For example, GAM provides
consent popups but asks the developer to present it to the user, as
opposed to TMP’s consent that is handled by TMP. The result for
developers is that each ad network is effectively its own uncharted
area, requiring a fair bit of time to go through and understand
how it handles privacy issues, often also requiring the developer to
search beyond what is presented in the quick start guide.

Privacy Run Around. IAB is being used to standardise privacy
requirements. However, it is also being used as an information black
hole; developers are sent to IAB to find documentation on settings
and flags that does not exist. AMN page contained information
on CCPA, including links to IAB’s guidance, relevant flags, and a
sample code that shows how to set IAB flags by setting CCPA as not
applicable and turning on location tracking. The FAQ question on
GDPR provides several concrete flags that the developer can set but
does not link to documentation on the setting options.We tried look-
ing for guidance on the “consent string” called IABTCF_TCString
but could not find its correct formatting on AMN or IAB. The
FAQ page makes it clear that the IAB consent must be used if the
developer wants to make money from EU traffic. GAM also asks
developers to use IAB flags, but does not say how. Other black holes
that ad networks send developers to visit are main regulation pages
under the government sites or privacy policy pages of the parent
corporations. Abi was not sure about the usefulness of such links
for developers who do not have a legal background and said that
he needs a lawyer to understand all these acronyms, terms, and
conditions. Future research is needed to build and evaluate a usable
framework for presenting privacy information to developers.

Can Developers Make Informed Choices? We find that ad
networks use dark patterns to nudge developers to choose per-
sonalised ads and share more data, much like users resulting in a
“control theatre” rather than giving developers a chance to make
informed choices. We hypothesise that the low rate of GDPR-
compliant consent popups in websites [15, 28, 49] and the abun-
dance of non-compliant Android apps [26, 37, 39, 54] may partially
be because developers are not making informed decisions and are
either not aware of the consequences of their choices on users or
not aware of how to do a better job than the defaults suggest; hence,
not because of their ignorance for user privacy. Opinions about dark
patterns are mixed; they are viewed as an ethical issue or a violation
of law [51, 52]. A recent study by Norwegian Consumer Council
shows that instances of data sharing in ad networks (e.g. TMP)
appear to be illegal under GDPR [14]. Future research could look
at ways to, at minimum, inform developers about these patterns,
and regulators could work towards enforcing regulations beyond
satisfying requirements like having a privacy policy or terms of
service that only a few people may pay attention to.
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A SCREENSHOTS & SUMMARY OF
PRESENTED PRIVACY-RELATED
INFORMATION

Here, we provide a list of screenshots (as of Jan 2021), that have a
privacy element or a dark pattern. Table 1 provides an overview of
the available privacy information and where they are located.
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This guide is for publishers who want to monetize an
Android app with AdMob and aren't using Firebase. If you
plan to include Firebase in your app (or you're considering
it), see the AdMob with Firebase version of this guide
instead.

Integrating the Google Mobile Ads SDK into an app is the
Urst step toward displaying ads and earning revenue.
Once you've integrated the SDK, you can choose an ad
format (such as native or rewarded video) and follow the
steps to implement it.

Prerequisites

Use Android Studio 3.2 or higher

minSdkVersion  16 or higher

compileSdkVersion  28 or higher

Recommended: Create a Google AdMob account and register an app.

Import the Mobile Ads SDK

Note: You should begin with a new project in Android Studio and check the box to Use AndroidX Artifacts or refer to Migrating to

AndroidX to migrate your project.

Apps can import the Google Mobile Ads SDK with a Gradle dependency that points to Google's Maven repository. First,
make sure that google()  is referenced in the allprojects  section of your project-level build.gradle  Ule.

Example project-level build.gradle (excerpt)

Next, open the app-level build.gradle  Ule for your app, and look for a "dependencies" section.

Example app-level build.gradle (excerpt)

Add the line in bold above, which instruct Gradle to pull in the latest version of the Mobile Ads SDK and additional related
dependencies. Once that's done, save the Ule and perform a Gradle sync.

Update your AndroidManifest.xml

Add your AdMob app ID (identiUed in the AdMob UI) to your app's AndroidManifest.xml  Ule by adding a <meta-data>
tag with android:name="com.google.android.gms.ads.APPLICATION_ID" , as shown below.

You can Und your app ID in the AdMob UI. For android:value , insert your own AdMob app ID in quotes, as shown
below.

Key Point: In a real app, it is important that you use your actual AdMob app ID, not the one listed above. If you're just looking to

experiment with the SDK in a Hello World app, though, you can use the sample app ID shown above.

Important: This step is required as of Google Mobile Ads SDK version 17.0.0. Failure to add this <meta-data> tag results in a crash

with the message: The Google Mobile Ads SDK was initialized incorrectly.

Initialize the Mobile Ads SDK

Before loading ads, have your app initialize the Mobile Ads SDK by calling MobileAds.initialize()  which initializes
the SDK and calls back a completion listener once initialization is complete (or after a 30-second timeout). This needs to
be done only once, ideally at app launch.

Warning: Ads may be preloaded by the Mobile Ads SDK or mediation partner SDKs upon calling MobileAds.initialize(). If you

need to obtain consent from users in the European Economic Area (EEA), set any request-speciUc bags (such as

tagForChildDirectedTreatment or tag_for_under_age_of_consent), or otherwise take action before loading ads, ensure

you do so before initializing the Mobile Ads SDK.

Here's an example of how to call the initialize()  method in an Activity:

Example MainActivity (excerpt)

If you're using mediation, wait until the completion handler is called before loading ads, as this will ensure that all
mediation adapters are initialized.

Select an ad format

The Mobile Ads SDK is now imported and you're ready to implement an ad. AdMob offers a number of different ad
formats, so you can choose the one that best Uts your app's user experience.

Banner

Rectangular ads that appear at the top or bottom of the device screen. Banner ads stay on screen
while users are interacting with the app, and can refresh automatically after a certain period of time.
If you're new to mobile advertising, they're a great place to start.

Implement a banner

Interstitial

Full-screen ads that cover the interface of an app until closed by the user. They're best used at natural
pauses in the bow of an app's execution, such as between levels of a game or just after a task is
completed.

Implement an interstitial

Native

Customizable ads that match the look and feel of your app. You decide how and where they're placed,
so the layout is more consistent with your app's design.

Implement Native Ads

Rewarded

Ads that reward users for watching short videos and interacting with playable ads and surveys. Good
for monetizing free-to-play users.

Rate and review
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Implement Rewarded Ads Implement Rewarded Ads (New APIs)

Send feedbackGet Started

Integrating the Google Mobile Ads…

allprojects {
    repositories {
        google()
    }
}

implementation 'com.google.android.gms:play-services-ads:19.7.0'

dependencies {
    implementation fileTree(dir: 'libs', include: ['*.jar'])
    implementation 'androidx.appcompat:appcompat:1.0.2'
    
}

<!-- Sample AdMob app ID: ca-app-pub-3940256099942544~3347511713 -->
        <meta-data
            android:name="com.google.android.gms.ads.APPLICATION_ID"
            android:value=" "/>

<manifest>
    <application>
        

ca-app-pub-xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx~yyyyyyyyyy &
    </application>
</manifest>

Java Kotlin

package ...
import ...
import com.google.android.gms.ads.MobileAds;
import com.google.android.gms.ads.initialization.InitializationStatus;
import com.google.android.gms.ads.initialization.OnInitializationCompleteListener;

public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity {

    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_main);

        MobileAds.initialize(this, new OnInitializationCompleteListener() {
            @Override
            public void onInitializationComplete(InitializationStatus initializationStatus) {
            }
        });
    }
}

' (

' (

' (
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Figure 1: GAM’s warning about obtaining consent from
users in the European Economic Area in the Get Started
page.
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Prerequisites

Funding Choices account linked to your AdMob account.

To create a Funding Choices account, go to Privacy & messaging in the AdMob UI and select Go to Funding Choices.
The Funding Choices account is then created automatically in the background.

Introduction

Under the Google EU User Consent Policy, you must make certain disclosures to your users in the European Economic
Area (EEA) along with the UK and obtain their consent to use cookies or other local storage, where legally required, and
to use personal data (such as AdID) to serve ads. This policy reRects the requirements of the EU ePrivacy Directive and
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

To support publishers in meeting their duties under this policy, Google offers the User Messaging Platform (UMP) SDK,
which replaces the previous open source Consent SDK. The UMP SDK has been updated to support the latest IAB
standards. We've also simpliTed the process of setting up consent forms and listing ad providers. All of these
conTgurations can now conveniently be handled in the Funding Choices UI.

It is a best practice to load a form every time the user launches your app, even if you determine consent is not required,
so that the form is ready to display in case the user wishes to change their consent setting.

This guide walks you through how to install the SDK, implement the IAB solutions, and enable testing features.

Install with Gradle

Include the library in your app's build.gradle:

Don't forget to sync Gradle when you're Tnished.

Add app ID to AndroidManifest.xml

Obtain your app ID by following the Help Center instructions.

Add your app ID to your AndroidManifest.xml:

Using the SDK

The SDK is designed to be used in a linear fashion. The steps for using the SDK are:

1. Request the latest consent information.

2. Check if consent is required.

3. Check if a form is available and if so load a form.

4. Present the form.

5. Provide a way for users to change their consent.

Request the latest consent information

It is recommended that you request an update of the consent information at every app launch. This will determine
whether or not your user needs to provide consent.

Load a form if available

Once you've determined that you will ask a user for consent, the next step is to determine if a form is available.

There are a variety of reasons why a form may not be available, such as:

The user has limited ad tracking enabled.

You tagged the user as under the age of consent.

To check if a form is available, use the isConsentFormAvailable()  method on the ConsentInformation  instance. Add
a wrapper method for loading a form:

To load the form you will use the static loadConsentForm()  method on the UserMessagingPlatform  class. This
method must only be called from the main thread. Alter your loadForm()  method like so:

Present the form if required

To present the form, use the show()  method on the ConsentForm  instance. You should determine if the user requires
consent prior to presenting the form. To check if consent is required, check the getConsentStatus()  method on the
ConsentInformation  object, which returns an enum of type ConsentInformation.ConsentStatus . There are four

possible values:

ConsentStatus.UNKNOWN : Unknown consent status.

ConsentStatus.REQUIRED : User consent required but not yet obtained.

ConsentStatus.NOT_REQUIRED : User consent not required. For example, the user is not in the EEA or the UK.

ConsentStatus.OBTAINED : User consent obtained. Personalization not deTned.

Alter your loadForm()  method like so:

If consent is not required, you can maintain a reference to the form so that your user can change their consent status.

Testing

Force a geography

The UMP SDK provides a way to test your app's behavior as though the device was located in the EEA using the
setDebugGeography()  method on ConsentDebugSettings.Builder .

You will need to provide your test device's hashed ID in your app's debug settings to use the debug functionality. If you
call requestConsentInfoUpdate()  without setting this value, your app will log the required ID hash when run.

To force the SDK to treat the device as though it is not in the EEA or the UK, use
DebugGeography.DEBUG_GEOGRAPHY_NOT_EEA . Note that debug settings only work on test devices. Emulators do not

need to be added to the device ID list as they have testing enabled by default.

Reset consent state

In testing your app with the UMP SDK, you may Tnd it helpful to reset the state of the SDK so that you can simulate a
user's Trst install experience. The SDK provides the reset  method to do this.

Delay app measurement (optional)

By default, the Google Mobile Ads SDK initializes app measurement and begins sending user-level event data to Google
immediately when the app starts. This initialization behavior ensures you can enable AdMob user metrics without
making additional code changes.

However, if your app requires user consent before these events can be sent, you can delay app measurement until you
explicitly initialize the Mobile Ads SDK or load an ad.

To delay app measurement, add the following <meta-data>  tag in your AndroidManifest.xml .

Mediation

If you use mediation, you will need to handle consent for your mediation partners differently based on the consent
framework you choose to use on your app. Google supports the IAB Consent Framework but also allows you to have your
own custom consent solution. Below are the details about how to handle mediation under each of these options. Learn
more about our consent solution in Funding Choices.

IAB Consent Framework and mediation

If you're using the IAB Consent Framework, be sure that you add each mediation partner to your list of vendors in the
Funding Choices UI. Neither the UMP SDK nor the Mobile Ads SDK forwards consent information to mediation partners.
Rather, when using the IAB solution, the UMP SDK writes consent status information to local storage and it is the
responsibility of each mediation partner's SDK to read the appropriate keys. Be sure to check with each third-party
network to determine if they support the IAB solution.

Important: When using the IAB Consent Framework, the Mobile Ads SDK blocks mediation callouts to any mediation partner who

has been declined by the end user.

Custom consent solutions and mediation

If using a custom consent solution, it is your responsibility to notify third-party SDKs of your app's consent status. For
speciTcs on how to pass consent information to the relevant third parties, click the appropriate link below.

AdColony

AppLovin

Chartboost

Facebook

Fyber

InMobi

ironSource

MoPub

myTarget

Tapjoy

Unity Ads

Verizon

Vungle

Important: As it is your responsibility to manage consent for mediation partners when using a custom consent solution, the Mobile

Ads SDK will not block mediation partner callouts.

Rate and review
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Send feedbackObtaining Consent with the User Messaging
Platform

implementation 'com.google.android.ump:user-messaging-platform:1.0.0'

dependencies {
   implementation fileTree(dir: 'libs', include: ['*.jar'])

   implementation 'androidx.appcompat:appcompat:1.1.0'
   implementation 'androidx.constraintlayout:constraintlayout:1.1.3'
   testImplementation 'junit:junit:4.12'
   androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test.ext:junit:1.1.1'
   androidTestImplementation 'androidx.test.espresso:espresso-core:3.2.0'
   
}

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
   package="com.example.rewardedinterstitialexample">

   <application
       android:allowBackup="true"
       android:icon="@mipmap/ic_launcher"
       android:label="@string/app_name"
       android:roundIcon="@mipmap/ic_launcher_round"
       android:supportsRtl="true"
       android:theme="@style/AppTheme">
       <meta-data
           android:name="com.google.android.gms.ads.APPLICATION_ID"
           android:value="YOUR-APP-ID"/>
       <activity android:name=".MainActivity">
           <intent-filter>
               <action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" />
               <category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" />
           </intent-filter>
       </activity>
   </application>

</manifest>

package com.example.myapplication;

import androidx.appcompat.app.AppCompatActivity;

import android.os.Bundle;

import com.google.android.ump.ConsentForm;
import com.google.android.ump.ConsentInformation;
import com.google.android.ump.ConsentRequestParameters;
import com.google.android.ump.FormError;
import com.google.android.ump.UserMessagingPlatform;

public class MainActivity extends AppCompatActivity {
    private ConsentInformation consentInformation;
    private ConsentForm consentForm;

    @Override
    protected void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState) {
        super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
        setContentView(R.layout.activity_main);

        ConsentRequestParameters params = new ConsentRequestParameters.Builder().build();
        // Set tag for under age of consent. Here false means users are not under age
        params.setTagForUnderAgeOfConsent(false);
        consentInformation = UserMessagingPlatform.getConsentInformation(this);
        consentInformation.requestConsentInfoUpdate(
            this,
            params,
            new ConsentInformation.OnConsentInfoUpdateSuccessListener() {
                @Override
                public void onConsentInfoUpdateSuccess() {
                    // The consent information state was updated.
                    // You are now ready to check if a form is available.
                }
            },
            new ConsentInformation.OnConsentInfoUpdateFailureListener() {
                @Override
                public void onConsentInfoUpdateFailure(FormError formError) {
                    // Handle the error.
                }
            });
    }
}

...
       consentInformation.requestConsentInfoUpdate(
           this,
           params,
           new ConsentInformation.OnConsentInfoUpdateSuccessListener() {
               @Override
               public void onConsentInfoUpdateSuccess() {
                   // The consent information state was updated.
                   // You are now ready to check if a form is available.
                   if (consentInformation.isConsentFormAvailable()) {
                       loadForm();
                   }
               }
           },
           new ConsentInformation.OnConsentInfoUpdateFailureListener() {
               @Override
               public void onConsentInfoUpdateFailure(FormError formError) {
                   // Handle the error.

               }
            });
    }

    public void loadForm() {

    }
}

public void loadForm() {
    UserMessagingPlatform.loadConsentForm(
        this,
        new UserMessagingPlatform.OnConsentFormLoadSuccessListener() {
            @Override
            public void onConsentFormLoadSuccess(ConsentForm consentForm) {
                MainActivity.this.consentForm = consentForm;
            }
        },
        new UserMessagingPlatform.OnConsentFormLoadFailureListener() {
            @Override
            public void onConsentFormLoadFailure(FormError formError) {
                // Handle the error
            }
        }
    );
}

public void loadForm(){
    UserMessagingPlatform.loadConsentForm(
        this,
        new UserMessagingPlatform.OnConsentFormLoadSuccessListener() {
            @Override
            public void onConsentFormLoadSuccess(ConsentForm consentForm) {
                MainActivity.this.consentForm = consentForm;
                if(consentInformation.getConsentStatus() == ConsentInformation.ConsentStatus.REQUIRED) {
                    consentForm.show(
                        MainActivity.this,
                            new ConsentForm.OnConsentFormDismissedListener() {
                                @Override
                                public void onConsentFormDismissed(@Nullable FormError formError) {
                                    // Handle dismissal by reloading form.
                                    loadForm();
                                }
                            });

                }

            }
        },
        new UserMessagingPlatform.OnConsentFormLoadFailureListener() {
            @Override
            public void onConsentFormLoadFailure(FormError formError) {
                /// Handle Error.
            }
        }
   );
}

ConsentDebugSettings debugSettings = new ConsentDebugSettings.Builder(this)
    .setDebugGeography(ConsentDebugSettings
    .DebugGeography
    .DEBUG_GEOGRAPHY_EEA)
    .addTestDeviceHashedId(" ")
    .build();

ConsentRequestParameters params = new ConsentRequestParameters
    .Builder()
    .setConsentDebugSettings(debugSettings)
    .build();

consentInformation = UserMessagingPlatform.getConsentInformation(this);
consentInformation.requestConsentInfoUpdate(this, params,
    new ConsentInformation.OnConsentInfoUpdateSuccessListener() {
        @Override
        public void onConsentInfoUpdateSuccess() {
            // The consent information state was updated.
            // You are now ready to check if a form is available.
        }
    },
    new ConsentInformation.OnConsentInfoUpdateFailureListener() {
        @Override
        public void onConsentInfoUpdateFailure(FormError formError) {
            // Handle the error.
        }
    });

TEST-DEVICE-HASHED-ID $

consentInformation.reset();

<!-- Delay app measurement until MobileAds.initialize() is called. -->
        <meta-data
            android:name="com.google.android.gms.ads.DELAY_APP_MEASUREMENT_INIT"
            android:value="true"/>

<manifest>
     <application>
        

    </application>
</manifest>

% &

% &

% &

% &
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Figure 2: Obtaining Consent with the User Messaging Plat-
form page inGAMprovided a sample code for obtaining con-
sent from users that constantly shows the popup to the user
until they consent. Developers who use this sample code
spread a “nagging” dark pattern in their apps.
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Recent updates to the Google Publisher Policies have introduced new notice and consent requirements for publishers
who pass users’ precise location data to Google, for ads-related purposes.

If this policy applies to you, the snippet below shows one way you could inform your users of this data sharing:

Key Point: This snippet is only an example. Make sure to customize the snippet to accurately reTect your data sharing practices, so

users are informed of all the relevant purposes for which you share their precise location data.

Rate and review

Send feedback
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Send feedbackComplying with our Precise Location Data
Policy

Java Kotlin

protected void presentConsentOverlay(Context context) {
  new AlertDialog.Builder(context)
      .setTitle("Location data")
      .setMessage("We may use your location, " +
          "and share it with third parties, " +
          "for the purposes of personalized advertising, " +
          "analytics, and attribution. " +
          "To learn more, visit our privacy policy " +
          "at https://myapp.com/privacy.")
  .setNeutralButton("OK", new DialogInterface.OnClickListener() {
    @Override
    public void onClick(DialogInterface dialog, int which) {
      dialog.cancel();
      // TODO: replace the below log statement with code that specifies how
      // you want to handle the user's acknowledgement.
      Log.d("MyApp", "Got consent.");
    }
  })
  .show();
}

// To use the above method:
presentConsentOverlay(this);
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Figure 3: Precise Location Data Policy page in GAM provided
a sample code for obtaining location consent from users
without providing a “I do not consent” or “No” button. De-
velopers who use this sample code spread a “forced action”
dark pattern in their applications.
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Table 1: Presented privacy-related information on the ad networks’ pages.
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Network
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List of

Vendors
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Popup

Location

Permission
Other

GAM Sidebar & warning in guide Sidebar Warning in guide Dashboard Dashboard Dashboard Customisable Sidebar Content rating (dashboard)
AMN FAQ FAQ FAQ Dashboard Dashboard - - Within guide -
FAN - Sidebar Sidebar Dashboard Dashboard - - - -
TMP Sidebar & within guide - While creating an app Dashboard Dashboard - Provided Within guide Personal data passing (sidebar)
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Data sharing settings and Google Analytics terms

Use the default settings for sharing Google Analytics data. Learn more

# Share your Analytics data with Google to improve Google Products and Services

# Share your Analytics data with Google to enable Benchmarking

# Share your Analytics data with Google to enable Technical Support

# Share your Analytics data with Google Account Specialists

I accept the Measurement Controller-Controller Data Protection terms and acknowledge I am
subject to the EU End User Consent Policy. This is required when sharing Google Analytics
data to improve Google Products and Services. Learn more

I accept the Google Analytics terms

Upon project creation, a new Google Analytics property will be created and linked to your Firebase project. This link will enable data
Mow between the products. Data exported from your Google Analytics property into Firebase is subject to the Firebase terms of
service, while Firebase data imported into Google Analytics is subject to the Google Analytics terms of service. Learn more.

$

United States

Previous Create project

Figure 4: GoogleAnalytics had the default option on to share
our data with Google (GAM). Turning off the default option
would result in seeing a list of sub by default on permissions
for all the grey items (e.g. Google products, Benchmarking).
“Preselection” dark patterns happens here as the default set-
ting to share information between multiple services is not
in the best interest of user privacy.
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and growing your business
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Google Analytics
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Google Analytics is a free and unlimited analytics solution that enables targeting,
reporting, and more in Firebase Crashlytics, Cloud Messaging, In-App Messaging, Remote
ConFg, A/B Testing, Predictions, and Cloud Functions.

Google Analytics enables:

Enable Google Analytics for this project
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Firebase products
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Figure 5: Google Analytics is turned on by default when cre-
ating an account on Firebase (GAM). “Preselection” dark pat-
terns happens here as the default setting to share informa-
tion between multiple services is not in the best interest of
user privacy.
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User metrics User metrics lets you access powerful reports, such as rewarded ads reports, as well as critical user
metrics, including sessions/user, session duration, ad exposure/session, daily active users (DAU) and
more.

By default, user metrics events are sent to Google when your app starts. You can control this. Learn
more

! To take advantage of user metrics, make sure that you've installed the right version
of the SDK for each app's operating system. Learn more
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Figure 6: When creating an app on GAM, we were asked
to enable users metrics for powerful reports. The box was
pre-ticked. “Preselection” happens here as sharing user data
with multiple services is not in favour of user privacy.
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Figure 7: In the GAM account page under Blocking controls
we could change the ad content rating. The default valuewas
on the MA. “Toying with emotion” has been applied to en-
courage developers stay with the MA ratings.
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© 2020 Google Privacy Terms

Use this page to allow or block sensitive categories of ads from appearing in your app.

Standard categories 0 blocked categories (15 remaining)

Restricted categories 1 blocked category (0 remaining)

#

Category name Status

Astrology and Esoteric Allowed#

Cosmetic Procedures & Body ModiJcation Allowed#

Dating Allowed#

Downloadable Utilities Allowed#

Drugs & Supplements Allowed#

Get Rich Quick Allowed#

Politics Allowed#

References to Sex Allowed#

Religion Allowed#

Sensationalism Allowed#

Sexual & Reproductive Health Allowed#

SigniJcant Skin Exposure Allowed#

Social Casino Games Allowed#

Video Games (Casual & Online) Allowed#

Weight Loss Allowed#

#

Category name Status

Gambling & Betting (18+) Blocked#

$
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'
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,

Figure 8: In the GAM account page under Blocking controls
we could “allow” or “block” certain categories. The use of
grey and blue colour to use “aesthetic manipulation” dark
pattern is easily visible. Grey commonly has a passive and
negative tone whereas blue is known to have a positive
tone [53].
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Blocking controls

California Consumer Privacy Act#

How the California Consumer
Privacy Act affects you

The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)
is a data privacy law that may require you to
give California residents the choice to opt out
of the sale of their personal information.

Learn more about the California Consumer
Privacy Act.

Restricted data processing

You can choose from two options for users that Google determines are in California. If you
want to continue to show personalised ads, tell us the partners that you want to monetise
your ads with below. By default, data processing isn't restricted and personalised ads will
continue to show.

Don’t restrict data processing
Google continues to show personalised ads to eligible users in California.
Personalised ads are based on a user's past behaviour, such as previous visits
to sites or apps or where the user has been.

Restrict data processing
Google restricts how it uses certain unique identiFers and other data. Google
only shows non-personalised ads from Google demand to eligible users in
California. Non-personalised ads are based on contextual information, such as
the content of your site or app.

$

%

Select advertising partners

Select advertising partners that are eligible to monetise ad inventory for users that Google
determines are in California, US. Advertising partners include your Open Bidding partners as
well as Authorised Buyers partners and Google demand sources. These partners can receive
bid requests from your account to compete for ad inventory via real-time ad auctions. Your
selection does not affect mediation.

Use all active advertising partners
All active advertising partners are eligible for bid requests from users that
Google determines are in California. New advertising partners are automatically
added and eligible for these requests. You'll be notiFed when new advertising
partners are added.

Use custom list
Only selected advertising partners are eligible for bid requests from users that
Google determines are in California. New advertising partners are not

$

View active advertising partners
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)
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+

,

-
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Blocking controls

EU user consent#

How EU User Consent affects
you

Under the Google EU User Consent Policy,
you must make certain disclosures to your
users in the European Economic Area (EEA)
and the UK and obtain their consent for the
use of cookies or other local storage, and for
the use of personalised ads. This policy
reBects the requirements of the EU ePrivacy
Directive and the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR).

Learn more about how EU user consent
affects you

Select the type of ads that you want to show

You can choose from two ad serving options. If you don't make any changes, personalised
ads will continue to show for EEA and UK users. Your selection will not affect mediation.

Personalised ads
Google can show personalised ads to your users in the EEA and the UK.

$

Non-personalised ads
Google will show only non-personalised ads to your users in the EEA and the
UK.

$

%

&

Select ad technology providers

You need to add each ad technology provider that receives your users' personal data and
provide information about the use of that data. Select a commonly used list of ad technology
providers or create a custom list. If you don’t make any changes, the commonly used list of
ad tech providers will continue being used. '

Commonly used set of ad technology providers

Custom set of ad technology providers

% View commonly used providers

& Select providers

Download selected ad technology providers

(

)

*

+

,

-

.
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0

Figure 9: CCPA and GDPR sections of GAM have pre-
selected items for information processing and personalised
ads. “Preselection” dark pattern occurs here because GAM
by default collect information and also shows personalised
ads (hence collects more information as well).
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Blocking controls

Ad networks#

Use this page to allow or block certain ad networks from advertising in your app.

Preferences

Google-certi<ed ad networks may be noti<ed of your allow & block settings (including advertiser URLs and
categories), so that they may comply and show appropriate ads. These networks compete for your ad inventory,
potentially increasing your total AdSense revenue.

Automatically allow new Google-certi<ed ad networks

All ad networks 5009 networks (0 blocked)

$ Enter an ad network Search

%

Ad network Status

(Do Not Use) Assembly Allowed

(DO NOT USE) Dentsu-One Global w/ DBM Allowed

(Dont use) Leadbolt Allowed

(SGD) Amnet Asia SG w/Adobe Allowed

(USD) Amnet Asia SG w/Adobe Allowed

(주) 디엠씨미디어 Allowed

+Don't use Allowed

- Allowed

--don't use Allowed

--don't use-- Allowed

-0-0Don't use Allowed

-0-Don't use Allowed

-DO NOT USE Allowed

&
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Figure 10: In the funding choices service we could “allow”
and “block” certain ad vendors. All vendors were “Allowed”
by default. GAMpre-ticked the box for automatically adding
new vendors to list. ‘Preselection” dark pattern spreads via
this interface to end-users if developers do not make an ef-
fort to change the defaults.

EU consent message

Your consent details are applied to all consent messages on this site/app. Visit the
Help Centre for more information.

Set up your message

Additional languages

Message name

For internal purposes only

Default language

Select one

Bulgarian Croatian

Czech Danish

Dutch English

English (United Kingdom) Estonian

Finnish French

German Greek

Select the consent choices that your users see !

Consent/Manage options
Users can consent to your vendors and their purposes, or manage options to customise their
choices.

Consent/Do not consent/Manage options
Users can consent or not consent to your vendors and their purposes, or manage options to
customise their choices.

Cancel Continue

Funding Choices !

" Apps

# Sites

$ Reports

% Deployment

& Settings

' Feedback

pub-8724146498782100

Privacy Terms

Figure 11: Funding choices is a service from GAM to create
consent popups. It provides two ready-to-use consent pop-
ups to developers, the first option does not have a “Do not
consent” button.
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Measure content performance

The performance and e!ectiveness of content that you
see or interact with can be measured. View details

Consent

Legitimate interest!

Apply market research to generate audience
insights

Market research can be used to learn more about the
audiences who visit sites/apps and view ads. View
details

Consent

Legitimate interest!

Develop and improve products

Your data can be used to improve existing systems and
software, and to develop new products View details

Consent

Legitimate interest!

Ensure security, prevent fraud, and debug

Your data can be used to monitor for and prevent
fraudulent activity, and ensure systems and processes
work properly and securely. View details

Technically deliver ads or content

Your device can receive and send information that
allows you to see and interact with ads and content.
View details

Match and combine o!ine data sources

Data from o"ine data sources can be combined with
your online activity in support of one or more purposes
View details

Link di"erent devices

Di!erent devices can be determined as belonging to
you or your household in support of one or more of
purposes. View details

!

!

!

!

Funding Choices !

" Apps

# Sites

$ Reports

% Deployment

& Settings

' Feedback

pub-8724146498782100

Privacy Terms

Figure 12: Funding choices is a service from GAM to create
consent popups. Several items could be customised for users.
These are some of the default values. “Preselection” dark
pattern spreads via this interface to end-users if developers
do not make an effort to change the defaults.

Quick Start Guide
The Quick Start Guide provides you step-by-step instructions for incorporating Amazon Mobile Ads into your
app. The Amazon Mobile Ads API currently supports static image banners, expandable rich media banners
with videos, and interstitials.

Table of Contents

Before You Use the Amazon Mobile Ads API

Account Registration - Self Service

Submit Your Payment Information and Tax
Information

Obtain an Application Key

Add the Google Play Services SDK to Your App

Enabling Ads in Android Apps

1. Incorporate the API into Your Project

Add the Amazon Mobile Ads API to Your
Android Studio Project

Add the Amazon Mobile Ads API to Your
Eclipse Project

2. Update the Android Manifest

Amazon Ad Activity

Permissions

Example Manifest

3. Set Your Application Key

4. Add the Amazon Ad to Your App

Adding Banner Ads through Java Code

Adding Banner Ads through XML Layout
File

Adding Interstitial Ads through Java Code

Adding Modeless Interstitial Ads through
Java Code

Optional - Set an Ad Request Timeout Value

Where Do I Go From Here?

Before You Use the Amazon Mobile Ads
API
The Amazon Mobile Ads API for Android requires Android 2.3 (Gingerbread) or later and assumes you have
Android Studio or Eclipse installed with Android Development Tools (ADT) Plugin. Familiarity with Android
development is also required.

Account Registration - Self Service
Sign in to your Amazon Apps & Games Developer Portal account, which you can access through the Amazon
Developer Services Page. If you do not already have one, you will be prompted to create an account.

Submit Your Payment Information and Tax Information
Submit your payment information through the Payment Information Page and your tax information through
the Tax Identity Interview Page (skip this step if you have already submitted this information through the
Amazon Apps & Games Developer Portal). This information is required to receive ads.

Obtain an Application Key
To obtain the application key for an existing app:

1. Log into your developer portal account and click the Apps & Services tab.

2. Click your app.

3. Click App Services (the right-most option under your app title).

4. Scroll down to Mobile Ads (the last option).

5. Click View Mobile Ads.

6. Indicate that your app is not directed primarily at kids under 13.

It's important to note that apps that are directed at children under 13 are not eligible to participate in the
Amazon Mobile Ad Network. See Personal Information and COPPA Policy to learn more.

If you answer that your app is not directed at children under 13, the console will display the unique
Application Key value, which is a 32-character globally unique alphanumeric string that is used to identify
your app. The same Application Key can be used across platforms, but each distinct app must have a unique
Application Key. For example, the IMDb app uses the same Application Key on Android phone and Fire tablets,
but the IMDb Trivia app has a different Application Key.

The Application Key is used in the setAppKey  call mentioned in Step 3 of the Quick Start Guide, and your
developer reports will aggregate data by Application Key. Proper use of your Application Key permits accurate
tracking, reporting, and accrual of advertising fees.

Add the Google Play Services SDK to Your
App

Beginning on August 1, 2014, ad-serving apps distributed through Google Play must comply with the Google
Play Services Advertising Identifier conditions outlined on Google’s policy page. To ensure adherence to these
new conditions, developers intending to distribute apps integrated with the Amazon Mobile Ads API on
Google Play must follow these instructions:

Integrate the Google Play Services SDK into the app by following the Google Play Services SDK Setup
Instructions.

Ensure that the version of the Amazon Mobile Ads Android API that's being used is 5.4.46 or higher. Older
versions do not support the required identification changes.

Enabling Ads in Android Apps
This section of the Quick Start Guide steps you through adding ads to an existing Android Studio or
Eclipse Android app project 

1. Incorporate the API into Your Project

2. Update the Android Manifest

3. Set Your Application Key

4. Add the Amazon Ad to Your App

1. Incorporate the API into Your Project

Add the Amazon Mobile Ads API to Your Android Studio
Project
You need to modify the build.gradle file to include the Amazon Mobile Ads API. In Android Studio:

1. Click on the build.gradle at the App level

2. Add the following line of code in the dependencies section

Fig. 1: Screenshot depicting the addition of Amazon Mobile Ads API jar to a project in the Android Studio environment

Add the Amazon Mobile Ads API to Your Eclipse Project
You need to add the amazon-ads-x.y.z.jar to your project build path. In Eclipse:

1. Click on project Properties, which opens the Properties dialog.

2. Select Java Build Path.

3. Select Libraries on the top.

4. Click Add External JARs… to open the JAR Selection dialog

5. Select the amazon-ads-x.y.z.jar and click Open.

Fig. 2: Screenshot depicting the addition of Amazon Mobile Ads API jar to a project in the Eclipse environment

2. Update the Android Manifest

Amazon Ad Activity
The Amazon Mobile Ads API requires the com.amazon.device.ads.AdActivity to be declared in your app's
AndroidManifest.xml file. Please add the following AdActivity declaration within the application tags of your
AndroidManifest.xml file:

Permissions
Making ad requests to the Amazon Mobile Ad Network requires the INTERNET  permission. We also highly
recommend including permissions for ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE  and ACCESS_WIFI_STATE . These additional
permissions allow Amazon to provide relevant, targeted ads to your users, which may result in higher CPMs.
These permissions, as well as any additional permissions, need to be declared outside of the application tags
in your AndroidManifest.xml file. See the permission declarations below:

The ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION  and ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION  permissions can also be included to allow
location-based targeting. Including one of these permissions allows Amazon to supply highly relevant
targeted ads and may result in higher CPMs. If either of these permissions are included, they should also be
declared in the same way:

Example Manifest !
For an illustration of how these declarations are implemented into an AndroidManifest.xml file, please refer to
the example below:

3. Set Your Application Key
You must set your Application Key in order to receive ads. This allows Amazon to track your impressions and
clicks, and associate them with your account. You should have your app call the AdRegistration.setAppKey()
method on every app start using the Application Key from the Amazon Mobile App Distribution. You could
add this call to your activity's onCreate method, or some other app initialization code. Here's an example of
setAppKey in onCreate:

4. Add the Amazon Ad to Your App
The Amazon Mobile Ads API now supports both banner ads and interstitial ads. Banner ads, which include
static click-through ads as well as rich media expandable ads, are created via AdLayout objects. Meanwhile,
interstitial ads are full-screen ads that are created via InterstitialAd objects. Both AdLayout and InterstitialAd
are Java classes that implement the Ad interface.

Learn more about different ad types in Android Ad Concepts.

Adding Banner Ads through Java Code
To retrieve and display a banner ad, you will use an instance of AdLayout, which can be created either in code
or XML. To load an ad, call the AdLayout.loadAd method, which uses a background thread to request an ad
from the Amazon Mobile Ad Network.

Only one ad can be loading or displayed by a given AdLayout at a given time. AdLayout.loadAd  will return
false if a request for a new ad is ignored because of another pending ad request. The default behavior is for
the ad to show on the screen after it is loaded since the AdLayout.autoshow  property is set to true by default.
This setting can be toggled by calling the AdLayout.disableAutoShow  or the AdLayout.enableAutoShow
methods. If the AdLayout.autoshow  property is set to false by calling the AdLayout.disableAutoShow
method, the ad can be shown with the AdLayout.showAd  call.

To check if a particular ad is loading, you can call the method AdLayout.isLoading. To check if an ad is
showing, you can call the method AdLayout.isShowing . When requesting an ad, you can also set a number of
optional targeting parameters; these are covered on the Ad Targeting Options Page. Below is an example of a
simplified AdLayout.loadAd  call placed in the activity's onCreate method:

Here's the activity's onDestroy method:

Adding Banner Ads through XML Layout File
You can also add the AdLayout to your XML layout file. You would need to first add the Amazon namespace to
the root Layout and the AdLayout to your layout.xml file. In the following example AdLayout definition, the
attribute Amazon:adSize is omitted, meaning that the dimensions of the ad will be determined using Auto Ad
Size. If you'd rather set the size yourself, you will have to include this attribute as described in the Manual Ad
Size section.

The Amazon Mobile Ads API samples directory includes the full source and project file for the Simple Ad
Sample, which provides an example implementation similar to what's seen above.

Adding Interstitial Ads through Java Code
Interstitials are full-page ads designed to be loaded in the app's background and then shown to the user
during a natural transition point in the app. An instance of InterstitialAd needs to be created in your code
before you can retrieve and display interstitial ads. Ad loading can be accomplished by calling the
InterstitialAd.loadAd method, which uses a background thread to request an ad from the Amazon Mobile Ad
Network.

Only one ad can be loaded by a given InterstitialAd  object at a given time, and only one interstitial ad can
be displayed in your app at a given time. InterstitialAd.loadAd  will return false if a request for a new ad is
ignored because of another pending ad request. To check if a particular ad is currently loading, you can call
the method InterstitialAd.isLoading .

To check if a particular ad is currently showing, you can call the method InterstitialAd.isShowing . To
check if any interstitial ad is currently showing, you can call the static method InterstitialAd.isAdShowing .
And finally, just as you can when requesting a banner ad, you can also set a number of optional targeting
parameters when requesting an interstitial; these parameters are covered on the Ad Targeting Options Page.

Below is an example of a simplified InterstitialAd.loadAd  call placed in the onCreate method of an
Activity that loads the next level in a game app. The interstitial ad is displayed as soon as it is ready, and the
next level is started after the user has dismissed the ad by pressing either the ad's "X" button or the device's
back button.

Adding Modeless Interstitial Ads through Java Code
To retrieve and display a modeless interstitial ad, you will use an instance of ModelessInterstitialAd. To load a
modeless interstitial, call the method ModelessInterstitialAd.loadAd , which uses a background thread to
request a modeless interstitial from the Amazon Mobile Ad Network.

Only one modeless interstitial can be loading for a given ModelessInterstitialAd  instance at a given time,
ModelessInterstitialAd.loadAd  will return false if a request for a new ad is ignored because of another
pending ad request. When loading a modeless interstitial, you can also set a number of optional targeting
parameters; these are covered on the Ad Targeting Options Page.

To check if a particular ad is currently loading, you can call the method ModelessInterstitialAd.isLoading .
Once loaded, the onAdLoaded  callback is fired and the ad is ready for showing. ModelessInterstitialAd
also provides the isReady property to check the readiness of the modeless interstitial for convenience. You
must call ModelessInterstitialAd.adShown  when the modeless interstitial is presented on the screen for
impression counting. You must also callModelessInterstitialAd.adHidden  to inform the SDK when the
modeless interstitial leaves the screen.

Below is a code excerpt from SwipeableModelessInterstitialAdSample  which displays an ad interspersed
with images. This sample uses a FragmentPagerAdapter  to handle the user interaction and the process of
creating and loading a ModelessInterstitialAd  for displaying. It also uses an OnPageChangeListener  to
identify the fragment on screen which provides the ability to run ModelessInterstitialAd.adShown  and
ModelessInterstitialAd.adHidden  when an ad is presented to and hidden from the user.
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SDK Downloads

compile 'com.amazon.android:mobile-ads:5.+'

<activity android:name="com.amazon.device.ads.AdActivity" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|or
ientation|screenSize"/>

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />

<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" />

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
    package="com.company"
    android:versionCode="1"
    android:versionName="1.0" >
    <uses-sdk android:minSdkVersion="4" android:targetSdkVersion="17" />
    <application
        android:icon="@drawable/ic_launcher"
        android:label="@string/app_name" >
        <activity
            android:name=".AdTestAppActivity"
            android:label="@string/app_name" >
            <intent-filter>
                <action android:name="android.intent.action.MAIN" />
                <category android:name="android.intent.category.LAUNCHER" />
            </intent-filter>
        </activity>
        <activity
            android:name="com.amazon.device.ads.AdActivity"
            android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"/>
    </application>

    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />
    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION" />
    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />
    <uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATE" />

</manifest>

public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
    super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
    setContentView(R.layout.main);

    AdRegistration.setAppKey("0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF");
}

@Override
public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState)
{
    super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
    setContentView(R.layout.main);
    AdRegistration.setAppKey("0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF");

    // Programmatically create the AmazonAdLayout      
    this.adView = new AdLayout(this);
    LinearLayout layout = (LinearLayout) findViewById(R.id.mainLayout);
    // Set the correct width and height of the ad
    LinearLayout.LayoutParams lp = new LinearLayout.LayoutParams(
       LinearLayout.LayoutParams.MATCH_PARENT,
       LinearLayout.LayoutParams.MATCH_PARENT);
    layout.addView(this.adView,lp);

    // If you declared AdLayout in your xml you would instead
    // replace the 3 lines above with the following line:
    //   this.adView = (AdLayout) findViewById(R.id.adview);

    AdTargetingOptions adOptions = new AdTargetingOptions();
    // Optional: Set ad targeting options here.
    this.adView.loadAd(adOptions); // Retrieves an ad on background thread
}

@Override
public void onDestroy()
{
    super.onDestroy();
    this.adView.destroy();
}

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<LinearLayout xmlns:android="http://schemas.android.com/apk/res/android"
    xmlns:Amazon="http://schemas.android.com/apk/lib/com.amazon.device.ads"
    android:orientation="vertical"
    android:layout_width="match_parent"
    android:layout_height="match_parent">
    <com.amazon.device.ads.AdLayout
        android:id="@+id/adview"
        android:layout_width="match_parent"
        android:layout_height="wrap_content"/>
</LinearLayout>

public class LoadNextLevel extends Activity
{
    private InterstitialAd interstitialAd;

    @Override
    public void onCreate(Bundle savedInstanceState)
    {
          super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);

          AdRegistration.setAppKey("0123456789ABCDEF0123456789ABCDEF");

          // Create the interstitial.
          this.interstitialAd = new InterstitialAd(this);

          // Set the listener to use the callbacks below.
          this.interstitialAd.setListener(new MyCustomAdListener());

          // Load the interstitial.
          this.interstitialAd.loadAd();
    }

    class MyCustomAdListener extends DefaultAdListener
    {
        @Override
        public void onAdLoaded(Ad ad, AdProperties adProperties)
        {
            if (ad == LoadNextLevel.this.interstitialAd)
            {
                // Show the interstitial ad to the app's user.
                // Note: While this implementation results in the ad being shown
                // immediately after it has finished loading, for smoothest user
                // experience you will generally want the ad already loaded
                // before it’s time to show it. You can thus instead set a flag
                // here to indicate the ad is ready to show and then wait until
                // the best time to display the ad before calling showAd().
                LoadNextLevel.this.interstitialAd.showAd();
            }
        }

        @Override
        public void onAdFailedToLoad(Ad ad, AdError error)
        {
            // Call backup ad network.
        }

        @Override
        public void onAdDismissed(Ad ad)
        {
            // Start the level once the interstitial has disappeared.
            startNextLevel();
        }
    }
}

private class ModelessInterstitialFragmentPagerAdapter extends FragmentPagerAdapter
{
    private final int[] images; // the collection of images to display in the image gallery
    private int nextImageIndex; // the next image to display from the collection of images
    private static final int PAGE_COUNT = 20;
    private FrameLayout adContainerLayout;

    public ModelessInterstitialFragmentPagerAdapter(FragmentManager fm)
    {
        super(fm);
        this.images = new int[]{R.drawable.image1, R.drawable.image2, R.drawable.image3,
                                R.drawable.image4, R.drawable.image5};
    }

    @Override
    public Fragment getItem(int index)
    {
        if (index % AD_FREQUENCY == 2)
        {
            this.adContainerLayout = new FrameLayout(SwipeableModelessInterstitialAdActivity.this;
            modeless = new ModelessInterstitialAd(this.adContainerLayout);
            modeless.setListener(new SampleAdListener());
            modeless.loadAd();
            // Note: You can choose to provide additional targeting information to
            // modify how your ads are targeted to your users. This is done via an
            // AdTargetingOptions parameter that's passed to the loadAd call.
            // See an example below:
            //
            // final AdTargetingOptions adOptions = new AdTargetingOptions();
            // adOptions.enableGeoLocation(true);
            // if (this.modelessInterstitialAd.loadAd(adOptions)) ...
        }
        if (index != 0 && index % AD_FREQUENCY == 0 && isReadyToShow)
        {
             modelessAds.put(index, modeless);
             return new ModelessInterstitialFragment().setAdContainerLayout(this.adContainerLayout
);
        }
        final ImageGalleryFragment fragment = new ImageGalleryFragment();
        fragment.setImageResource(this.images[this.nextImageIndex++;
        if (this.nextImageIndex == this.images.length)
        {
            this.nextImageIndex = 0;
        }
        return fragment;
    }

    @Override
    public class int getCount()
    {
        return PAGE_COUNT;
    }

    /**
     * This class is for an event listener that tracks ad lifecycle events. It
     * extends DefaultAdListener, so you can override only the methods that you
     * need. In this case, there is no need to override methods specific to
     * expandable ads.
     */
    private class SampleAdListener extends DefaultAdListener
    {
        /**
         * This even is called once an ad loads successfully.
         */
        @Override
        public void onAdLoaded(final Ad ad, AdProperties adProperties)
        {
            Log.i(LOG_TAG, adProperties.getAdType().toString() + "ad loaded successfully.");
            isReadyToShow = true;
        }

        /**
         * This event is called if an ad fails to load.
         */
        @Override
        public void onAdFailedToLoad(final Ad view, final AdError error)
        {
            Log.w(LOG_TAG, "Ad failed to load. Code: " + error + ", Message: " + error.getMessage(
));
            isReadyToShow = false;
        }
    }
}

/**
* Used for capturing page change events
*/
private class ModelessInterstitialOnPageChangeListener implements OnPageChangeListener
{
    private int prevPosition = -1; // index of previous on screen fragment
    private int currPosition = -1; // index of current on screen fragment

    @Override
    public void onPageScrollStateChanged(final int state)
        {
            switch(state)
            {
                case ViewPager.SCROLL_STATE_IDLE:
                    ModlessInterstitialAd modelessAd = modelessAds.get(this.currPosition);
                    if (modelessAd != null)
                    {
                        modelessAd.adShown();
                    }
                     modelessAd = modelessAds.get(this.prevPosition);
                    if (modelessAd != null)
                    {
                        modelessAd.adHidden();
                    }
                    break;
                default:
                    break;
            }
        }

    @Override
    public void onPageScrolled(final int position, final float positionOffset, final int positionO
ffsetPixels)
    {}

    @Override
    public void onPageSelected(final int position)
    {
        this.prevPosition = this.currPosition;
        this.currPosition = position;
    }

% Note: If you use an Application Key that is issued for one app in connection with the display of ads on
a second app, we will not pay you for any resulting impression, click or other user action relating to ads
on the second app.

& Important: This step is required if you plan to submit your app to the Google Play Store after August
1, 2014. If not, you may skip this section.

& Important: To allow targeting based on location, you must also enable geographic location targeting
via the enableGeoLocation API as specified in the Ad Targeting Options section.

% Note: To have the Amazon Mobile Ads Android SDK automatically select the ad's size based on the
layout's size and the device's screen size, you should make sure to follow the guidelines in the Auto Ad
Size section in Android Concepts. The above implementation uses Auto Ad Size by default. If you would
instead like to set the size manually, follow the instructions for Manual Ad Size section in Android
Concepts.

     

Figure 13: AMN in the Quick Start Guide page asks develop-
ers to add internet, network, wifi access, coarse and fine loca-
tion for higher revenues for developers. While location per-
missions are called as “optional” the sample code includes
both fine and coarse location permissions. “Sneak into bas-
ket” dark pattern is present here because developers may
copy paste this code without fully being informed about
what the sample code does.
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Introduction

The IAB Tech Lab’s US Privacy String communicates signals regarding consumer privacy
and choice under US privacy regulation. Version 1 supports requirements made under the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA).

As the concern for consumer privacy grows, regional governance in the US may increase.
The US Privacy String was created to allow for updates as needed.

If US privacy regulations apply, digital property owners (websites, apps, or other media
platforms) are expected to provide consumer privacy signals to all parties that intend to
exchange data on a given transaction (such as displaying an impression). Parties receiving
the signal use the information to determine whether they’re allowed to process the
consumer’s personal data.

To facilitate CCPA compliance, version 1 of the US Privacy String signals whether or not the
regulation applies in a given transaction, whether “explicit notice” was given, and what
choice the consumer made (if any).

The String format enables digital properties to store and maintain a consumer’s privacy
preference and transmit that data to relevant parties. Parties receiving the data are
expected to act on it in accordance with any relevant governance.

License

US Privacy String and API technical specifications governed by the IAB Tech Lab is licensed
under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. To view a copy of this license, visit
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/ or write to Creative Commons, 171 Second Street,
Suite 300, San Francisco, CA 94105, USA.

Disclaimer

THE STANDARDS, THE SPECIFICATIONS, THE MEASUREMENT GUIDELINES, AND ANY
OTHER MATERIALS OR SERVICES PROVIDED TO OR USED BY YOU HEREUNDER (THE
“PRODUCTS AND SERVICES”) ARE PROVIDED “AS IS” AND “AS AVAILABLE,” AND IAB
TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY, INC. (“TECH LAB”) MAKES NO WARRANTY WITH RESPECT
TO THE SAME AND HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR
STATUTORY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AVAILABILITY, ERROR-FREE
OR UNINTERRUPTED OPERATION, AND ANY WARRANTIES ARISING FROM A COURSE OF
DEALING, COURSE OF PERFORMANCE, OR USAGE OF TRADE. TO THE EXTENT THAT
TECH LAB MAY NOT AS A MATTER OF APPLICABLE LAW DISCLAIM ANY IMPLIED
WARRANTY, THE SCOPE AND DURATION OF SUCH WARRANTY WILL BE THE MINIMUM
PERMITTED UNDER SUCH LAW. THE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES DO NOT CONSTITUTE
BUSINESS OR LEGAL ADVICE. TECH LAB DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES PROVIDED TO OR USED BY YOU HEREUNDER SHALL CAUSE YOU AND/OR
YOUR PRODUCTS OR SERVICES TO BE IN COMPLIANCE WITH ANY APPLICABLE LAWS,
REGULATIONS, OR SELF-REGULATORY FRAMEWORKS, AND YOU ARE SOLELY
RESPONSIBLE FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE SAME.

About IAB Tech Lab

About IAB Technology Laboratory The IAB Technology Laboratory (Tech Lab) is a non-profit
consortium that engages a member community globally to develop foundational technology
and standards that enable growth and trust in the digital media ecosystem. Comprised of
digital publishers, ad technology firms, agencies, marketers, and other member companies,
IAB Tech Lab focuses on improving the digital advertising supply chain, measurement, and
consumer experiences, while promoting responsible use of data. Its work includes the
OpenRTB real-time bidding protocol, ads.txt anti-fraud specification, Open Measurement
SDK for viewability and verification, VAST video specification, and DigiTrust identity service.
Board members include ExtremeReach, Facebook, Google, GroupM, Hearst Digital Media,
Index Exchange, Integral Ad Science, LinkedIn, LiveRamp, MediaMath, Microsoft, Oracle
Data Cloud, Pandora, PubMatic, Quantcast, Rakuten Marketing, Telaria, The Trade Desk,
Verizon Media Group, Xandr, and Yahoo! Japan.

Established in 2014, the IAB Tech Lab is headquartered in New York City with staff in San
Francisco, Seattle, and London. Learn more at https://www.iabtechlab.com.

About IAB CCPA Compliance Framework

The IAB CCPA Compliance Framework comprises of policy and technical work to support
CCPA compliance. This document is the work product of the IAB Tech Lab’s CCPA/US
Privacy Technical Working Group. Policy requirements were developed by a legal affairs
group at IAB in the US. The technical specifications documents refer to the guidance within
IAB CCPA Compliance Framework Policies.

More information about the Framework is available at iab.com/guidelines/ccpa-framework

What information is stored in a US Privacy String?

Version 1 of the US Privacy String supports CCPA Compliance, which contains the following
information:

1. Version: the version number of the US Privacy String provided.

2. Status of notice given: whether the digital property provided “explicit notice and
opportunity to opt-out of sale of data.”

3. User preference: whether the user has opted out of the sale of their personal data.

4. LSPA coverage: whether the digital property is operating under a signed Limited
Service Provider Agreement (LSPA) with the IAB.

Who should create a US Privacy string?

Digital property owners are responsible for generating, persisting, and passing the US
Privacy string.

When should a US Privacy string be created?

When a sale of data may occur, for example on an impression opportunity, the string should
be created. A string can be created to indicate CCPA applies, or to signal the digital
property owner has determined that CCPA does not apply.

How should a US Privacy String be used?

For each digital transaction (such as displaying an impression) the digital property is
expected to send the US Privacy String as a payload with each digital unit of merchandise
(typically a single impression) to all parties who use personal data on their properties.
Receiving parties use the information to determine whether they are allowed to process the
consumer’s personal data in the transaction.

US Privacy String Format

The US Privacy string consists of the following components.

In situations where the digital property has determined that the consumer does not fall
within a US Privacy jurisdiction (such as CCPA), the digital property may signal this with
hyphens in the second, third, and fourth character positions in the following manner: “1---”.
Otherwise, when signals are present, the consumer falls within a US Privacy jurisdiction.
The hyphen character may also be used to signal an unknown state in the second (Explicit
Notice) and fourth (LSPA Covered Transaction) character positions.

NOTE: The third character position (Opt-Out Sale) cannot be unknown (must never include
a hyphen) when CCPA applies.

Examples

The following examples provide a sample US Privacy String that represents the stated
conditions. In all but the last example, a digital property has determined to use a US Privacy
String and that CCPA applies to the transaction.

Example 1 meets the following conditions:

Version 1 of the US Privacy string is being used. (1)

The digital property has provided explicit user notice. (Y)

The user has NOT made a choice to opt out of sale. (N)

The digital property is not operating under the Limited Service Provider Agreement. (N)

1YNN

Example 2 meets the following conditions:

Version 1 of the US Privacy string is being used. (1)

The digital property has NOT provided explicit user notice. (N)

The user has made a choice to opt out of sale. (Y)

The digital property is not operating under the Limited Service Provider Agreement. (N)

1NYN

Example 3: Digital property ousources string creation

In this example the digital property has asked a vendor to create a US Privacy String on
their behalf, knowing only whether the user has opted of sale of personal data.

Version 1 of the US Privacy string is being used. (1)

The status of provided explicit user notice is unknown. (-)

The user has made a choice to opt out of sale. (Y)

The status of operating under the Limited Service Provider Agreement is unknown. (-)

1-Y-

Example 4: CCPA does not apply

In this example, a digital property has determined to use a US Privacy String and that CCPA
does not apply to the transaction.

1---

URL Parameters

A URL-based service that requires US Privacy signals should accept a US Privacy String
according to the following conditions and URL parameters:

The digital property creating the URL should ensure that the us_privacy  parameter
exists only once in the URL.

The URL-based service accepting the request is capable of interpreting the US Privacy
String and propagating it to other services.

Optionally, substitution macros can be used with the following naming convention:
${US_PRIVACY}

Date Version Comments

March
2020

1.0 Clarification on accepted uses of "-".

November
2019

1.0
Published final public version. Added support for Limited
Service Provider Agreement (LSPA) signal.

October
2019

1.0
Draft for public comment. Version 1 ONLY supports CCPA
compliance.

String Component
Expected
Values

Definition

Specification
Version

Number

(1 char in
string)

The version of this string specification used to
encode the string

Explicit
Notice/Opportunity
to Opt Out

ENUM

(N = No, Y =
Yes, - = Not
Applicable)

Has explicit notice been provided as required
by 1798.115(d) of the CCPA and the opportunity
to opt out of the sale of their data pursuant to
1798.120 and 1798.135 of the CCPA

Opt-Out Sale

ENUM

(N = No, Y =
Yes, - = Not
Applicable.
For use
ONLY when
CCPA does
not apply.)

Has user opted-out of the sale of his or her
personal information pursuant to 1798.120 and
1798. If CCPA applies, only Y (yes) or N (no)
can be used.

LSPA Covered
Transaction

ENUM

(N = No, Y =
Yes, - = Not
Applicable)

Publisher is a signatory to the IAB Limited
Service Provider Agreement(LSPA) and the
publisher declares that the transaction is
covered as a “Covered Opt Out Transaction” or
a “Non Opt Out Transaction” as those terms are
defined in the Agreement.

URL
Parameter

Possible
Values

Default Description

us_privacy string N/A
URL-encoded US Privacy string format as
specified above.

Raw Blame
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Figure 14: IAB’s sample values for CCPA’sUS Privacy String.
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General & Overview

Q: What is the Amazon Mobile Ad Network?

The Amazon Mobile Ad Network connects advertisers with mobile apps and game players. The
Amazon Mobile Ads API serves display ads from Amazon and brand advertisers in your apps. By
delivering relevant messages to your users at the right time, we are able to offer great eCPM.

Q: What apps are supported?

The Amazon Mobile Ad Network supports Android, iOS, and FireOS apps currently published on a
recognized app store (e.g., Google Play Store, Apple App Store, Amazon Appstore, Samsung Galaxy
Store).

Q: Are apps that use the Amazon Mobile Ads API required to be distributed through the Amazon Mobile
App Distribution Program?

No. Both Android and iOS Apps that use the Amazon Mobile Ads API are not required to be
distributed through the Amazon Mobile App Distribution Program.

Q: Which regions are supported?

The Amazon Mobile Ad Network serves ads to users in U.S., U.K., Germany, France, Spain, Italy, and
Japan. 

Q: Has your SDK been updated for the California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA)? I have placed a "Do Not
Sell My Personal Information" link on my app. How do I send user choice signals to you?

There are no updates to the Amazon Mobile Ad Network SDK for the California Consumer Privacy Act
(CCPA).

We realize that you will determine what the CCPA means for your Amazon Mobile Ads integration. If
you are providing California residents a "Do Not Sell My Personal Information" link on your app and
receive an opt out of "sale" signal via that link, you have two choices: (a) you can choose to not pass
Amazon that opted-out traffic, or (b) you can pass us the user choice signal via the instructions below
so that we can honor that choice.

If you provide California residents a "Do Not Sell My Personal Information" link on your app and wish
to pass us user choice signals, you need to send the IAB U.S. Privacy String in the ad request to us.
Refer to the IAB's technical specifications for more information about the Privacy String format and
its components as well as how to implement the IAB U.S. Privacy String per those specifications.

To send us the IAB’s U.S. Privacy String in ad requests, refer to the following code examples. The
Android and iOS SDKs both contain a method called setAdvancedOption , which you can use to set
the Privacy String in the pj.us_privacy  parameter inside the AmazonAdOptions  object. The Privacy
String will then be forwarded by passing the AmazonAdOptions  object in the loadAd  call.

Android Example:

iOS Example:

Q: Has your SDK been updated for GDPR?

IAB Europe and the IAB Tech Lab have finalized version 2.0 of the Transparency and Consent
Framework (TCFv2) and plan to deprecate v1 from August 15th this year. By August 15, 2020,
Amazon Advertising will join version 2.0 of the Global Vendor List (GVL).
For some apps, this might require some changes which are detailed below. If you have further
questions, please notify the Amazon Developer support team through the Contact Us page.

TCFv2:

For IAB-compliant CMPs on TCF v2.0, our iOS SDK version 3.1.0+ and Android SDK version 6.0.0+ will
extract values stored in the following keys of the SharedPreferences  (Android) and
NSUserDefaults  (iOS) objects:

IABTCF_gdprApplies – 0 if GDPR does not apply for the user or 1 if GDPR does apply for the user

IABTCF_TCString – encoded consent string value

TCFv1:

For IAB-compliant CMPs on TCF v1.0, our iOS SDK version 2.2.17.0+ and Android SDK version 5.9.0+
will extract values stored in the following keys of the SharedPreferences  (Android) and
NSUserDefaults  (iOS) objects:

IABConsent_SubjectToGDPR – 0 if GDPR does not apply for the user or 1 if GDPR does apply for
the user

IABConsent_ConsentString – encoded consent string value

Note: If the consent string is present, we read it regardless of
IABTCF_gdprApplies / IABConsent_SubjectToGDPR  = 0  or 1 .

Q: Can I still monetize EU traffic if I'm using a non-IAB registered CMP (Consent Management
Platform)?

At this time, the Amazon Mobile Ad Network supports only user consent signals that meet the
technical specifications of the IAB Transparency & Consent Framework.

Q: What are the guidelines for publishers?

Please refer to the Program Participation Requirements for publisher guidelines.

Q: How do I get started?

Here is a brief overview of Mobile Ads for Android and Mobile Ads for iOS.

Q: How do I generate an App ID for an Android app?

Follow these steps to generate an App ID if the app is not currently published on the Amazon
Appstore.

1. Log in to the Amazon Developer portal.

2. Once logged in, go to Apps & Services > Mobile Ads. Click the button Register New Android App.

3. On the New App Submission page, complete the following, and then click Save:

App title

App category and, if prompted, subcategory

Customer support email address

(Optional) Customer support phone

(Optional) Customer support website

4. It will look like the you need to submit your app to the Amazon Appstore. If you do not wish to
publish your app to the Amazon Appstore, you can bypass this process by navigating to the App
Services tab on the left.

Note that the App IDs in the "App Submission API Keys" section (on the General Information tab)
are not your App IDs for Mobile Ads, and you will not receive ads if you integrate them.

5. On the App Services page, scroll down to the bottom and click View Mobile Ads in the section
titled "Mobile Ads."

6. Answer the COPPA question ("Is your app directed primarily at kids under 13?") and click Submit.
Note that apps directed at children under 13 are ineligible for Mobile Ads.

If you answer Yes, you will then receive the App ID for Mobile Ads. The ID is listed under the Key
column. You can access this App ID at anytime by going to this Mobile Ads page (Apps & Services
> Mobile Ads).

Q: Do you have any examples that I can look at for the Mobile Ads API?

See the Mobile Ads Sample Apps page for examples.

Q: What ad sizes and ad types are supported?

View all of the approved ad sizes and ad types in Android Ad Concepts or iOS Ad Concepts.

Q: We are currently integrated with a mediation platform. How can we participate in the Amazon
Mobile Ad Network?

The Amazon Mobile Ads API can co-exist with your existing mediation platform. Many developers
working with mediation platforms have successfully integrated our API directly into their apps. Refer
to the instructions on the Using Amazon Mobile Ads with Other SDKs Page for more information.

Q: Can I manage the ads that appear in my app?

Yes. You can specify a list of advertiser names, advertiser product categories, or URLs that aren't
appropriate for your customers by using the restrictions page under the Settings menu item. Please
note that blocking ads may negatively impact your revenue and fill rates.

Q: Does Amazon Mobile Ad Network serve ads from 3rd party ad networks?

Yes. We are working with select ad networks and DSPs to bring diverse and high-quality ads to the
Amazon Mobile Ad Network.

Q: Can I enable/disable the ads from 3rd party ad networks in my app?

Yes. There is nothing you need to do to enable these additional ads. If you prefer to not to include ads
from 3rd part networks in your apps, you can choose not to include them here.

Q: What support services are available?

Refer to the Mobile Ads forums. If you need additional help, click the Contact Us link on the Support
Page.

Q: What kind of reporting is available?

You can access Amazon Mobile Ads Performance Reports for ad requests, impressions, fill rate, clicks,
CTR (click-through rate), eCPM (effective CPM), and earnings. Using filters such as apps, creative size,
geo, and device can provide valuable insights into how your users are interacting with you app.

Q: How is fill rate calculated?

Fill rate indicates Amazon’s ability to serve ads in your app and is calculated as ad responses divided
by ad requests. Ad responses are the number of ads delivered by the Amazon Mobile Ad Network for
display in your app. Impressions are ads actually displayed to app users by your app. For example, if
you send 1,000 interstitial ad requests to the Amazon Mobile Ad Network and we return 900 ads
responses for display, the fill rate is 90%, even if you only display 750 of those ads. Prior to
September 23rd, fill rate was calculated as impressions divided by ad requests.

Q: Why am I seeing impressions when I select a non-US geolocation?

The Amazon Mobile Ad Network serves ads only to users in U.S., U.K., Germany, France, Spain, Italy
and Japan. These users are registered customers (regardless of where the ad request originates) in
these countries/regions or users whose ad request originates from these countries/regions based on
their IP address.

Q: The Mobile Ad Network Publisher Agreement prohibits me from sending geolocation data for users
in the European Union. Can I still set the Amazon Mobile Ads API's ad targeting options to enable
geolocation if some of my users are based in Europe?

Yes. The Amazon Mobile Ads API is designed to disable the geolocation feature when the device is
detected as being physically located in the EU.

Q: What fill rate and eCPM should I expect?

Performance can vary due to many factors such as app content, ad placements, and advertising
campaigns that match your user base. Please refer to quotes from partner developers.

Q: Why does my fill rate fluctuate?

The Amazon Mobile Ad Network is comprised of many advertisers and publishers. Various advertising
campaigns move through the network which can result in a fluctuation in your monetization. If you
notice a change in your eCPM or fill rate, please review your app to ensure your app is accepting ads
from Amazon.

Q: How can I view earnings by market?

You can go to the Mobile Ads Performance Report and select a geography under 'Region'. You will see
corresponding earnings in USD.

Q: How can I view earnings from interstitial ad formats?

You can go to the Mobile Ads Performance Report and select 'Interstitial' under the 'Size' filter. You
will see your interstitial earnings.

Q: Can I advertise my app for download on the Amazon Mobile Ad Network?

Yes. You can advertise your app with the Amazon Mobile Ad Network to drive downloads. To learn
more about how to use the Amazon Mobile Ads API with an app download campaign, visit the App
Start Conversion Tracking Guide.

Q: Can users who receive ads from the Amazon Mobile Ad Network opt-out of seeing tailored ads?

Amazon customers can always choose to opt-out of receiving interest-based ads from the Amazon
Mobile Ad Network. They can do so by managing their Ad Preferences from the Your Accounts page of
the Amazon mobile shopping app if it is installed on their device. Additionally, users who receive ads
from the Amazon Mobile Ad Network may click on the AdChoices icon to manage their ad preferences.
Customers who opt out of receiving interest-based ads will still see ads served by Amazon, but they
will not be tailored. Customers who opt out may also continue to see interest-based ads served by
other ad networks that are used by the same mobile app. Visit our Interest-Based Ads Page to learn
more.

App-ads.txt

Q: What is app-ads.txt?

App-ads.txt is the mobile app equivalent of IAB’s ads.txt, an industry-wide initiative to help increase
transparency in programmatic advertising by helping bidders and advertisers identify whether ad
inventory is being sold by authorized sellers. When advertisers or demand-side platforms (DSPs) want
to bid for an impression, they look to see if the ad opportunity is coming from someone authorized to
sell the app's inventory. Doing this increases transparency and enables DSPs to mitigate instances of
fraud. Many DSPs are now moving towards the adoption of app-ads.txt, meaning that they won’t bid
on an impression if this doesn’t exist. Mobile app publishers are encouraged to create and store this
file to reduce any negative earnings impact, and to maximize bid opportunities.

Q: How do I create an app-ads.txt file for my app?

According to the Interactive Advertising Bureau Tech Lab (IAB) guidelines, publishers should make
sure that the "Customer support website" field is up to date in each app store. This is the website
where you will host your app-ads.txt file.

Step 1: Open up Notepad (Windows) or TextEdit (Mac), and enter the information provided to you
on the app-ads.txt Setup page. Save the file under the .txt  extension, and then upload to your
site. If you already have an app-ads.txt file, then you just need to add the Amazon entry.

Step 2: Once you have created the file, you need to add it to your website file system. This would
be your developer website. If you self host your website and all the files, meaning you don’t use a
CMS, then you simply add it as a file to the root domain. If you use a CMS, you will need to use a
FTP (file transfer protocol) to upload the file. If you are unsure what this is, you may need to
research what FTP's your CMS supports. The majority of the CMS platforms have plugins that you
can install to manage the file system of your site. After you have installed the plugin you plan to
use, you can upload the file. Be sure you are using the same domain/developer website you've
listed on your Google Play Store app listing (for Android) or Apple App Store (for iOS).

Q: What is the Amazon Mobile Ads app-ads.txt entry?

The IAB provides the following guidelines:

Any website/app with only one authorized system directly controlled/operated by the
website/app owner should use the following: aps.amazon.com, YourPublisherID, DIRECT.

Any website with only one authorized system operated by a separate company doing resale of
inventory should use the following: aps.amazon.com, YourPublisherID, RESELLER.

Payment & Taxes

Q: When do I get paid?

The Amazon Mobile Ad Network issues payments on a monthly basis for qualifying events in a given
month, excluding applicable withholding and deductions. You will receive payment approximately 30
days after the end of the calendar month in which the ad revenue was earned. For example, the
earnings for the month of November are typically paid at the end of December. For more information
about what constitutes a qualifying event, please consult the Mobile Ad Network Publisher
Agreement.

Q: How do I get paid?

Developers in supported countries/regions can receive electronic payments (EFT or wire transfers)
from Amazon. Depending on your bank’s location, you may be eligible for either direct deposit, EFT,
or wire transfers. If your bank’s location is not eligible for electronic payments or if you do not opt to
be paid by electronic payments, your payment will be made by check.
To determine if you are eligible for electronic payments, sign in to your account on the developer
portal and select your bank’s location from the 'Where is your bank/financial institution?' drop-down
menu. Based on this selection, if electronic payment is available, you will be prompted to choose
between electronic payment or check.

Regardless of which you choose, you will typically receive a single payment for all advertising earnings
in your preferred currency. If you elect to be paid in a currency other than USD, we will convert your
advertising earnings to the payment currency at an exchange rate that may include fees and charges
for the conversion. Please consult your financial institution to determine if there are any fees
associated with receiving electronic payments.

  Payment Method    Payment Currencies    Minimum Payment
Threshold

Electronic Funds Transfer
("EFT")

 USD, GBP, EUR, JPY  $10 USD

 Wire Transfer ("Wire")  CAD, AUD, NZD  $100 USD

 Check  USD  $100 USD

Provided your balance due exceeds the payment threshold, and subject to applicable withholdings
and deductions, we will remit payment approximately 30 days after the end of the calendar month in
which the advertising earnings was generated. For example, we would remit advertising earnings
generated in April at the end of May, which is approximately 30 days after the end of April.

Q: What happens to earnings that haven’t met the payment threshold?

Earnings that do not meet the payment threshold for the type of payment you will receive accrue in
Amazon’s Accounts Payable records as a carryover balance. Once the carryover balance plus the
current month’s earnings exceed the payment threshold, Amazon will then disburse the accrued
funds.

Q: Do I have to give Amazon any tax information (for example, my Social Security number) in order to
use the Amazon Mobile Ads API? What information do you need?

In order to comply with United States Internal Revenue tax regulations, Amazon requires you to
complete the Service Tax Identification Interview if you plan to monetize your apps by displaying ads
from the Amazon Mobile Ad Network. See Setting Up Taxes for Your App for more information. You
can find more information about the tax identity interview in the Service Tax Identity Interview Guide.

Q: How do I provide this tax information?

If you have not submitted your tax information through the Amazon Apps & Games Developer Portal,
sign in to the portal and enter the required information on the Settings > Tax Identity tab.

Last updated: Oct 30, 2020
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final JSONObject pjObject = new JSONObject();
try {
  pjObject.put("us_privacy", "1---"); // example privacy string value
}
catch (JSONException ex)
{
  Log.e(LOGTAG, ex.getMessage());
}
final AdTargetingOptions adOptions = new AdTargetingOptions();
adOptions.enableGeoLocation(true);
adOptions.setAdvancedOption("pj", pjObject.toString());
this.adView.loadAd(adOptions);

NSDictionary *pjObject = @{
   @"us_privacy":@"1---" // example privacy string value
};
NSData *jsonData = [NSJSONSerialization dataWithJSONObject:pjObject options:0 error:
&err];
NSString *pjJSONAsString = [[NSString alloc] initWithData:jsonData encoding:NSUTF8St
ringEncoding];
AmazonAdOptions *options = [AmazonAdOptions options];
....
[options setAdvancedOption:pjJSONAsString forKey:@"pj"];
// Create New Ad
self.adView = [AmazonAdView amazonAdViewWithAdSize:adFrameSize];
....
[self.adView loadAd:options];

Feedback: How can we improve the documentation?

Enter your feedback here. Try to be as specific and detailed as possible. At least 100 
characters (several sentences) are required.

reCAPTCHA
I'm not a robot

Privacy - Terms

Submit feedback

% Note: Your Amazon Mobile Ads Publisher ID can be found in the Amazon developer console
on the Mobile Ads page.

Follow Us:   Language English

     

Figure 15: AMN’s sample code in their FAQ page.
enableGeoLocation is switched on in the sample code
(“sneaking” [17]). “1---” is provided as an example privacy
string value. “1” means version 1 and “-” means “Not Ap-
plicable.” Two dark patterns are visible here, if developers
copy paste this code “sneak into basket” occurs and “prese-
lection” also happens because the defaults are not in favour
of user privacy (see Figure 14 for IAB code samples.)

https://developer.amazon.com/docs/mobile-ads/mb-quick-start.html
https://github.com/InteractiveAdvertisingBureau/USPrivacy/blob/master/CCPA/US%20Privacy%20String.md
https://developer.amazon.com/docs/mobile-ads/mb-faq.html
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Mobile Ad Settings

These settings limit the ads that we make available through the Amazon Mobile Ad Network. They do not limit the ads we show in Underground apps.

Block Brands & Advertisers

e.g. Brand1, Advertiser1

Block Domains and Landing URLs

Enter URLs separated by commas or returns 
e.g. domain1.com, domain2.com

Block Product Categories
No 

Yes 

Automotive (0)

Beauty & Fashion (0)

Business (0)

Consumer Electronics (0)

Dating (0)

Education (0)

Entertainment (0)

Family (0)

Finance, Commercial (0)

Finance, Personal (0)

Food & Dining (0)

Government (0)

Health (0)

Holiday, Events (0)

Home & Garden (0)

House Ads (0)

Interests (0)

Jobs (0)

Media (0)

Military (0)

Other (0)

Pets (0)

Political (0)

Public Services (0)

Public Utilities (0)

Real Estate (0)

Sensitive (0)

Select All Adult Alcohol
Firearms Foreign Language Ads Free Offers
Gambling & Sports Betting General Get Rich Quick
Sexually Suggestive Surveys & Questionaires Sweepstakes
System Dialog / Windows Error Ads Tobacco UGC
Violence (War/Terrorism/Murder)

Shopping (0)

Sports (0)

Tech B2B (0)

Telecom (0)

Travel (0)

Relationship (0)

Religion/Belief (0)

Current Selection:

Include Ads From 3rd Party Networks
No 

Yes 

Terms  Amazon Developer Blog  Contact Us© 2010-2021, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.  English

      

Alexa

Amazon Appstore

Amazon Web Services

Amazon Dash Services

Chinese (中⽂)

Japanese (⽇本語)

Figure 16: AMN lets developers to block ad categories. By de-
fault no categories are blocked. “Preselection” dark pattern
happens here as developers may never visit this page and
the defaults are not in the best interest of end-users.Block lists

Choose the ad categories that you want to block across Market

Sensitive categories

General categories
Expand all Collapse all

Overview Apps Domains Categories

Alcohol alcohol sales, bars, lounges with alcohol, vineyards, breweries

Associated with violence horror >lms, scary costumes, combat sports

Credit & debit cards credit cards, debit cards, prepaid cards

Dating & relationships dating, matchmaking services and events

Gambling online gambling, poker, casinos, sports betting

Government & politics

law, government services, government programmes, political parties and
election campaigns, barristers and law >rms, courts, judiciaries, embassies,
immigration, political messaging, public administration or policy, defence,
licensing

Loans
personal loans, college and university loans, mortgages, vehicle loans, small
business loans, peer-to-peer loans, scholarships, >nancial aid

Mature apps mobile apps classi>ed as 17+ by app stores

Medicines & supplements
personal nutrition, vitamins, supplements, over-the-counter medicines,
prescription medicines

References to >rearms props, toy guns, >lms featuring guns

Religion & spiritual
religious and spiritual beliefs, practices and services provided by religious
institutions and practitioners, black magic, fortune telling

Reproductive health safe sex, contraception, fertility

Sexually suggestive people in bed together, massage, sheer clothing

Applications & software apps, web apps, computer and phone software

Arts & entertainment
entertainment content, online and oKine digital media providers, streaming
services

Beauty & fashion fashion, beauty, personal care

Books & literature books, e-books, bookshops, book readings and signings, libraries

Business marketing services, industrial, consulting

Computers & electronics
computer equipment, electronics equipment, peripherals, computer repairs
and maintenance

Education
schools, programmes focusing on online and oKine academic training,
study materials, academic conferences, arts and sports coaching,
vocational training

Finance mortgages, money advice services, payment service providers

Food food, drink, restaurants

Games physical games, video games

Health & >tness
personal health, public health, mental and physical health institutions and
practitioners, medicine, cosmetology, healthcare education and awareness

Hobbies & leisure collecting, clubs, craft

Home & garden
furniture and decor, tool kits, kitchenware and appliances, gardening
services, plumbing services, domestic services

Internet &
telecommunications

Internet and phone service providers, email and mobile messaging and
networks, web services, broadband providers, search engines, online
communities and social media

Jobs job classi>ed ads, job websites, job apps, career fairs, internships

News
news interviews, news websites, news apps, business news, economic
news, >nance news, local news, world news, weather, celebrity news,
entertainment news

Parenting childcare, pregnancy

Pets & animal care
pet food, pet products, veterinary care, pet services, pet grooming, dog
walking

Property property, property services, broker services

Shopping clothing, toys, retail outlets, online shops

Social issues & advocacy social issues, gender, discrimination, poverty, climate, race, disability

Special occasions
wedding products and services, funeral products and services, graduation
products and services, birthday products and services, seasonal holiday
products and services

Sport
sporting events, sporting activities, sporting tournaments, leagues and
competitions, individual and team sports, motor and combat sports, sports
equipment

Travel hotels, air travel, bus travel, rail travel, taxis, cruises, travel guides

Vehicles
vehicle sales and hire, vehicle part sales and hire, vehicle maintenance,
vehicle repair

Estimated potential revenue

Lower Higher

Need help? Read help topics or contact the Audience Network team.

Categories Examples

Categories Examples
Figure 17: FAN’s sensitive categories are all active by default.
The two blocked options are blocked by us. “Preselection”
dark patternhappens here as developersmaynever visit this
page and the defaults are not in the best interest of end-users.
The green bar on the top right corner will change as devel-
opers pick several items, hinting a loss of revenue as they
block more categories.

Settings

Limited Data Use - Default Behavior

Facebook is offering a "Limited data use" 5ag in Audience Network SDK version 5.10 and above to control how California personal information is used in our
systems. Publishers should implement the "Limited data use" 5ag as instructed in our developer docs. Publishers using mediation partners should note that they
must set the "Limited data use" 5ag before initialising the Mediation SDK for us to receive it. There will be a transition period to allow you to implement the 5ag.
During this time, we will limit data use on all un5agged events in California by default, meaning that Facebook won't be able to serve ads or otherwise use speci?ed
data to the full extent described in our Audience Network Terms. If you don't require this transition period, you can immediately enable full data use from this
business ID whenever a request doesn't have a "Limited data use" 5ag.

Enable full use of SpeciNed Data under our Audience Network Terms from this Business ID whenever a request does not have a Limited Data Use 5ag

By enabling this option, you're permitting Facebook to make full use of speciNed data from this business ID whenever a request doesn't have a "Limited
data use" 5ag. 
You may want to enable this option if: 
(a) Your business is not subject to the applicable law 
(b) You are complying with applicable law in another way (e.g. Nltering events before sending them to Facebook) 
(c) You've completed implementation of "Limited data use" for this business ID

Roles and permissions NotiNcations Data use

Need help? Read help topics or contact the Audience Network team.

Figure 18: FAN users’ data policy is under developer’s set-
ting page, next to roles and permissions and notification. It
is disabled by default to no limit for data use. “Preselection”
dark pattern happens here as data collection which is not in
favour of user privacy is turned on by default.
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Publishers / Android SDK / Integrate The MoPub SDK For Android

Integrate the MoPub SDK for Android

Use these instructions to integrate the MoPub SDK with your Android app. If you are upgrading to our version 5.0.0 or higher of
our SDK, refer to the SDK Initialization and GDPR sections for additional steps.

High-Level Steps to Integrate

1. Download the MoPub Android SDK

2. Add the MoPub SDK to your project

3. Update your Android Manifest (skip if using v5.10.0 or newer)

4. Optionally use Proguard

5. Configure ad units in your app

Step 1. Download the MoPub Android SDK

We recommend that you download the MoPub SDK via jCenter AAR, but it is also available as a zipped source code file, or as a
cloned GitHub Repository.

Option 1. jCenter AAR (Recommended)

DownloadDownload 5.15.05.15.0

The MoPub SDK is available as an AAR via jCenter. To add the mopub-sdk dependency, open your project and update the app
module’s  build.gradle  to have the following  repositories  and  dependencies :

Add the dependencies listed here if you integrate the MoPub Android SDK as a standalone AAR, and not via Bintray/JCenter.

We strongly recommend compiling your app against the ads dependencies from Google Play services in order to use the
Android Advertising ID instead of the device ID, as required by Google. Those dependencies are
 com.google.android.gms:play-services-ads-identifier  and  com.google.android.gms:play-services-base .

To support Java 8, add the language feature support:

SDK Modularization

With the modular SDK, you can choose to include specific formats to decrease overall SDK footprint in your app. To do so,
include the line for any combination of components that you want in your  build.gradle  file as follows:

If you integrate an SDK version older than 5.13.0, add these dependencies:

To continue integration using the mopub-sdk AAR, skip the next few sections and continue to the Step 3. Update your Android
Manifest section.

Option 2. Zipped Source

The MoPub SDK is also distributed as zipped source code that you can include in your application.

MoPub Android SDK.zip

This includes everything you need to serve MoPub ads. No third-party ad networks are included.

Option 3. Cloned GitHub Repository

Alternatively, you can obtain the MoPub SDK source by cloning the Git repository:

Step 2. Add the MoPub SDK to Your Project

You can use the non-jCenter Gradle integration, adding the MoPub SDK as either a source or a compiled .aar file; or use the
Maven integration option.

Option 1. Gradle Integration

With the Gradle integration, you can add the MoPub SDK as a source or as a compiled .aar file.

Adding the MoPub SDK as a Source

To include the MoPub SDK as source in your project, copy the SDK source into your project as a module. To do this on OS X and
Linux:

1. Run this command:

2. Next, open your project’s  settings.gradle  file and make sure the MoPub SDK is included as a module:

3. Open your project’s  build.gradle  file and add jcenter as a repository and the MoPub SDK as a dependency:

This is required in order to resolve the MoPub SDK’s compile time dependency on  com.mopub.volley:mopub-
volley:2.1.0 .

SDK Modularization

Modularization is also possible from the source code directly:

1. Open your project’s  settings.gradle  file and add these modules in addition to your  app .

If you integrate an SDK version older than 5.13.0, include the follow modules in  settings.gradle :

2. Open your project’s  build.gradle  file and add jcenter as a repository and whichever ad formats you want as a
dependency:

If you integrate an SDK version older than 5.13.0, add these dependencies:

Adding the MoPub SDK as a Compiled .aar

To add the MoPub SDK as an  .aar  in your project:

1. Navigate to the MoPub SDK in your terminal and run the following command:

 ./gradlew mopub-sdk:build 

This will build an AAR that bundles the  mopub-sdk .

2. Copy the  .aar  to your library directory:

 cp mopub-sdk/build/outputs/aar/mopub-sdk.aar $MY_LIB_DIR 

where  $MY_LIB_DIR  is your default library directory.

Note: If you are adding third-party network SDKs and adapters, and you receive a dex error, you may need to enable
multidexing in your  build.gradle  file. Refer to the Android documentation.

3. Open your project’s  build.gradle  file and add the following lines:

Note: If you are adding third-party network SDKs and adapters, and you receive a dex error, you may need to enable
multidexing in your  build.gradle  file. Refer to the Android documentation.

Option 2. Maven Integration

The MoPub Android SDK comes with a full set of POM files. For depending on these files in Maven:

1. Run the following command in the  mopub-sdk  directory:

2. The mopub-sdk POM includes dependencies on  android-support-v4.aar  and  android-support-annotations.jar . It
relies on the presence of the  ANDROID_HOME  environment variable. You should have this variable set to the root directory of
your Android SDK installation.

On OS X & Linux this often looks like:

in your .bashrc file.

On Windows you can add:

to your environment variables.

3. Once you’ve installed the MoPub SDK in your local maven repository, you can depend on the project by adding this
dependency declaration:

4. Remember that if you’re using Maven, you also need to have your Android platform libraries installed in your local Maven
repository. The Maven Android SDK Deployer is one popular tool for using Maven to build Android projects.

Step 3. Update Your Android Manifest

Skip this step if you are integrating MoPub Android SDK v5.10.0 or higher. Relevant permissions and Activities are included in the
SDK’s internal  AndroidManifest . To remove a specific embedded permission (for example,  ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION ), add
the following tag to your top level  AndroidManifest  during integration:  <uses-permission
android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" tools:node="remove" /> 

Upate your  AndroidManifest.xml  in order to complete the SDK integration. Add the following permissions and activity
declarations according to the bundle you are integrating.

1. Declare the following permissions:

Note that:

 ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION  or  ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION  are only required if you want the device to automatically send
the user’s location for targeting.

 WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE  (optional and used for MRAID 2.0 storePicture ads) has been removed starting with MoPub
SDK v.5.9.0.

2. If you are using the full SDK, declare all of the following activities in your  <application> . If you are using select ad formats
in the modular SDK, declare only the activies that apply.

3. Add this tag to your  <application>  to use Google Play Services:

Make sure the  com.mopub.mobileads.MraidVideoPlayerActivity  is added to your manifest. Without it, video ads will not work
correctly (skip this step if you are integrating MoPub Android SDK v5.10.0 or higher).

Step 4. Optionally Use ProGuard

MoPub includes a  proguard.cfg  file in both the  mopub-sdk  and  mopub-sample  directories. The contents of these identical
files should be included in your Proguard config when using the MoPub SDK in a Proguarded project.

Step 5. Configure Ad Units in Your App

Once you’ve completed the above steps, you can start displaying ads in your application by configuring the ad units as shown in
the link below for your ad format:

Banner

Interstitial

Native

Rewarded Video

Last updated December 14, 2020
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their respective owners.
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repositories {
    // ... other project repositories
    jcenter() // includes the MoPub SDK
}

// ...

dependencies {
    // ... other project dependencies

    // This will get the latest available version of the MoPub SDK.
    // Alternatively, you may specify a specific version from the changelog to download.
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }
}

  android {
      compileOptions {
          sourceCompatibility JavaVersion.VERSION_1_8
          targetCompatibility JavaVersion.VERSION_1_8
      }
  }

dependencies {
    // ... other project dependencies

    // For banners
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-banner:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }

    // For fullscreen ads
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-fullscreen:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }

    // For native static (images).
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-native-static:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }

repositories {
    // ... other project repositories
    jcenter() // includes the MoPub SDK
}
// ...

dependencies {
    // ... other project dependencies

    // For banners
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-banner:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }

    // For interstitials
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-interstitial:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }

    // For rewarded videos. This will automatically also include interstitials
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-rewardedvideo:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }

    // For native static (images).
    implementation('com.mopub:mopub-sdk-native-static:+@aar') {
        transitive = true
    }
}

git clone git://github.com/mopub/mopub-android-sdk.git

 $MY_PROJECT_DIR $ mkdir mopub-sdk
 $MY_PROJECT_DIR $ cp -R $MOPUB_DIR/mopub-android-sdk/mopub-sdk mopub-sdk

 include ':app', ':mopub-sdk'

 repositories {
     jcenter() // includes the MoPub SDK
 }
 
 // ...
 
 dependencies {
     implementation project(':mopub-sdk')
     // ...
 }

   include ':app', ':mopub-sdk', ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-base', ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-banner',
        ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-fullscreen', ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-native-static'

include ':app', ':mopub-sdk', ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-base', ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-banner',
        ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-interstitial', ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-rewardedvideo',
        ':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-native-static'

      repositories {
         jcenter() // includes the MoPub SDK
}
// ...

dependencies {
    // ... other project dependencies

    // For banners
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-banner')

    // For fullscreen ads
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-fullscreen')

    // For native static (images).
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-native-static')
}

repositories {
    jcenter() // includes the MoPub SDK
}
// ...

dependencies {
    // ... other project dependencies

    // For banners
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-banner')

    // For interstitials
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-interstitial')

    // For rewarded videos. This will automatically also include interstitials
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-rewardedvideo')

    // For native static (images).
    implementation project(':mopub-sdk:mopub-sdk-native-static')
}

defaultConfig {
 multiDexEnabled true
}

repositories {
    jcenter() // includes the MoPub SDK
    flatDir {
        dirs '$MY_LIB_DIR'
    }
}

// ...

dependencies {
    implementation(name:'mopub-sdk', ext:'aar')
    implementation 'com.mopub.volley:mopub-volley:2.1.0'
}

 defaultConfig {
 multiDexEnabled true
}

$ mvn clean install -DskipTests=true

 export ANDROID_HOME "/Users/user/android-sdk-macosx"

 ANDROID_HOME, C:\<installation location>\android-sdk-windows

<dependency>
  <groupId>com.mopub.mobileads</groupId>
  <artifactId>mopub-sdk</artifactId>
  <version>1.0.0-SNAPSHOT</version>
  <type>aar</type>
</dependency>

<!-- Required permissions -->
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.INTERNET" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE" />

<!-- Optional permissions. Will pass Lat/Lon values when available. Choose either Coarse or Fine -->
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION" />
<uses-permission android:name="android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION"/>

<!-- MoPub's consent dialog -->
<activity android:name="com.mopub.common.privacy.ConsentDialogActivity" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"

<!-- All ad formats -->
<activity android:name="com.mopub.common.MoPubBrowser" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"

<!-- Interstitials -->
<activity android:name="com.mopub.mobileads.MoPubActivity" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"
<activity android:name="com.mopub.mobileads.MraidActivity" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"

<!-- Rewarded Video and Rewarded Playables -->
<activity android:name="com.mopub.mobileads.RewardedMraidActivity" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"
<activity android:name="com.mopub.mobileads.MraidVideoPlayerActivity" android:configChanges="keyboardHidden|orientation|screenSize"

<meta-data android:name="com.google.android.gms.version"
      android:value="@integer/google_play_services_version" />

NEW: Check out the Integration Suite for a faster way to integrate the MoPub SDK.
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Figure 19: TMP’s permissions for older versions of Android
in the Integrate the MoPub SDK for Android page.
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Advertisers Categories Apps

Block ads from these categories

Use this denylist to block specific categories across all your apps. Marketplace and line item filters will
continue to apply in addition to this denylist. MoPub always blocks ads that contain illegal, explicit, or
deceptive content.

Category denylist

Politics (IAB11-4) Non-Standard Content (IAB25) Illegal Content (IAB26) Cigars (IAB9-9)

Edit denylist

Content blocking across all apps

MoPub
Apps Orders Marketplace Networks Reports smh.tahaei@gmail.com 

Help

Edit category denylist

Note that blocking too broadly may negatively impact your revenue

Expand all categories

Arts & Entertainment (IAB1)

Automotive (IAB2)

Business (IAB3)

Careers (IAB4)

Education (IAB5)

Family & Parenting (IAB6)

Health & Fitness (IAB7)

Food & Drink (IAB8)

Hobbies & Interests (IAB9)

Home & Garden (IAB10)

Law, Gov't & Politics (IAB11)

News (IAB12)

Personal Finance (IAB13)

Society (IAB14)

Science (IAB15)

Pets (IAB16)

Sports (IAB17)

Style & Fashion (IAB18)

Technology & Computing (IAB19)

Travel (IAB20)

Real Estate (IAB21) 

Shopping (IAB22)

Religion & Spirituality (IAB23) 

Uncategorized (IAB24)
Non-Standard Content (IAB25) 

Unmoderated UGC (IAB25-1)

Extreme Graphic/Explicit Violence (IAB25-2)

Pornography (IAB25-3)

Profane Content (IAB25-4)

Hate Content (IAB25-5)

Under Construction (IAB25-6)

Incentivized (IAB25-7)

Illegal Content (IAB26) 

Illegal Content (IAB26-1)

Warez (IAB26-2)

Spyware/Malware (IAB26-3)

Copyright Infringement (IAB26-4)

Cancel Save



Figure 20: TMP’s content categories. Default blocked cate-
gories cannot be changed and are greyed out. Blocked items
by the developer are highlighted by blue.

https://developers.mopub.com/publishers/android/integrate/
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